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ABSTRACT
BECOMING A FIVE STAR CHURCH
•

by
Jeffrey T. Johnson
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of The Five Star Church
training seminar on a local church. The content of the seminar focused on excellence and
quality in local church ministry. Surveys were used to measure the effectiveness on a
church receiving the training and compare it to one, that did not receive the training.
Regular attenders, local ministry leaders, and guests participated in the survey process.

•

The issues of excellence, quality, and customer service in both the corporate and church
worlds were examined in literature as a background for the study. The findings revealed
an initially positive effect but demonstrated a definite need for ongoing training .
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CHAPTERl
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Background
•

Can a pastor's dream become a reality? This question confronted me as I looked
at the completed draft of a new book, The Five Star Church. Stan Toler, my fonner
.

pastor, and his friend, Alan Nelson, had recently produced this book calling churches to
excellence in every area of ministry. The book took the Total Quality Management
principles ofW. Edwards Deming and translated them for a local congregation (34). I
realized that reaching for Five Star status was a difficult endeavor. I was also aware that
as a newly arrived pastor facing the need of more staff and increased day-to-day
ministries, I would be challenged in implementing changes that would bring the church
closer to such a dream. Frankly, I thought the task might be overwhelming.
Overwhelming shifted more toward planning as I read the book. Practicality was a major
emphasis ofthe content, and I began to see possibilities for increasing the level of
effectiveness for our ministry.

Selection of Site for Comparison Group Study
Houston First Church of the Nazarene in Houston, Texas, and Grace Church of
the Nazarene in Columbia, Tennessee, were chosen as the sites for this comparison group
study. Houston First was selected because I serve there as senior pastor and primarily
•

wanted to apply the study and learning from it to the long-term health of the church.
Grace Church was chosen as the second site for several reasons. One was the strong
relationship I shared with their senior pastor. A second was the consistent growth in
attendance and ministry that Grace had seen for the past four years. In addition the

•
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difference of settings from the large metropolis of Houston to the small town of
Columbia, Tennessee, provided a possible interesting point of contrast.

Brief Description of Houston First and Grace
Houston First Church of the Nazarene in Houston, Texas, was, the place of origin
for the study. I am the new senior pastor of Houston First. I have the privilege and
.

responsibility of working with a full-time student ministries pastor, a full-time mother's
day out director, a part-time worship leader, one full-time office assistant, and one parttime office assistant. Houston First has been in existence for over eighty years. The
church has 480 members with three hundred to 350 in regular Sunday worship
attendance. The congregation has a stable financial foundation and manageable debt load.
Houston First has two worship services, one with a more typical, traditional style of
worship for Nazarenes and another with much more contemporary music. Bible
study/Sunday school classes for all ages are conducted on Sunday mornings. Sunday
evening activities emphasizing prayer, leadership and discipleship training, divorce
recovery, fellowship, and special music are scheduled on Sunday nights. A variety of age
groups and need-based ministries are conducted weekly with the majority meeting on
Wednesday nights.
Grace Church of the Nazarene in Columbia, Tennessee, is a thriving congregation
in a town of thirty thousand. Grace has grown from 180 to 450 in average attendance
•

under the seven-year leadership of Pastor Rick Harvey. Grace has a pastoral staff team of
three and worships in newly-remodeled, multipurpose facilities. Grace's weekly schedule
is similar to Houston First's, but each of its worship services is identical in format.

Johnson
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Congregational Context
Houston First of the Nazarene began its existence under a tent on 13 July 1919.
Rev. J. A. Collier had pitched his tent on the comer of 16th and Arlington streets where a
group ofNazarenes mown as the "Collier Band" was conducting revival services. At the
close of this revival meeting, sixteen charter members fonned the First Church of the
Nazarene of Harris County, Texas.
The first few years of the young church were spent trying to find the right place
for a permanent location. Eventually such a place was found, and the congregation grew
until larger facilities were required. Early in 1927, property was purchased at 46 Waugh
Drive, and that spot became the home of Houston First Church of the Nazarene for over
sixty years. For many years the location was a prime one for a growing church, located
just north of downtown Houston in the area mown as "The Heights." Up through the
1970s, a large number of people went forth from Houston First to establish Nazarene
churches in other parts of Houston and its satellite cities. Regular Sunday morning
attendance peaked in the four hundreds during that time.
Similar.to many other metropolitan communities, Houston began to experience
deterioration in many of the neighborhoods nearest to the inner city. The area in which
Houston First was located was one of those areas suffering decline. This location,
coupled with the reality that young families were not moving into the area but settling in
.

the suburbs led the church to vote to relocate to northwest Houston in the 1988. However,
only a remnant of seventy people would make the transition to a temporary worship
setting. For the next several years, the congregation would gather in a racquetball club
and eventually in a shopping center. In spite of those facilities, the church grew under the

•
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leadership of a young pastor and former police officer, Keith Newman. Then in 1993,
God provided the congregation with an incredible opportunity to purchase prime property
on the northwest section of the Sam Houston Tollway, which circles the metropolitan
area. In October 1995, the Houston First Nazarene family moved into new facilities at
this current location. The already growing congregation experienced even more exciting
days, and by 1999 attendance once again hovered at the four hundred mark with many
new people being won to Christ.
Houston First Church of the Nazarene is now at a unique point in its history. In
the fall of2000, pastor Keith Newman accepted a pastorate in San Diego, California. In
many ways he had become like a founding pastor, for the majority of the congregation
had not known any other pastor at Houston First. For the first time in several years, the
church began to deal with plateaued attendance and some losses of people not fully
attached to the church. Three staff members went with the former pastor to California,
making the change ahead even more drastic. Pastor Newman and his staff had led
Houston First through major changes in worship format and administrative structure.
In January 2001, I arrived to lead this congregation forward. The potential is

tremendous, not only because of the wonderful location that thousands drive by each day
in this city of over four million but primarily because many dedicated Christians there are
willing to serve. The most apparent need is for the equipping and training of the
congregation for ministry. Many young believers need to be grounded in God's Word and
discipled in their walk with him. The facilities are near the mark of excellence, but dayto-day ministries need to be pushed toward that standard as well. My hope as pastor is
that my six years of staff service with the coauthor of The Five Star Church, Stan Toler,

•
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•

will enhance my ability to lead Houston First to a higher level of serving God and his
people.
Grace Church of the Nazarene in Columbia, Tennessee, was founded in 1953. The
•

first pastor was John Knight a young professor at Trevecca Nazarene College in
Nashville, sixty miles to the north. The small congregation grew steadily under the
direction of several pastors and by the 1970s had a membership of over two hundred. The
church kept a steady course and in the late 1980s regular Sunday morning attendance
reached 180, and a new family life center was constructed.
In 1993, the church leadership called another young pastor, Rev. Rick Harvey, to

follow retiring pastor George Pitzer. In the first two years of his ministry, Pastor Harvey
saw the church through some difficult lay leadership transitions. Attendance held steady
near two hundred in Sunday morning worship. However, since 1995 Grace Church has
experienced tremendous increases not only in attendance but also in lay involvement,
discipleship, and evangelism. Significant ministries have been developed in prayer,
pastoral care, and assimilation, and dynamic worship has become a foundational part of
•

Grace Church. At the time of the study, Grace had averaged over 450 in worship
attendance for the previous year.
Both of these churches provide fine settings to learn through this study. They are
strong and viable congregations with very bright possibilities for the future. They share
enough commonalties and yet have enough differences to yield some interesting findings.

Theological Foundations
The Apostle Paul's challenging words to the church at Colosse call for the best
efforts from those who serve Christ and his Church. When he said, "Whatever you do,

•
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whether in word or in deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God
the Father through him" (Col. 3:17), he was not giving the church a rousing cheer for
mediocrity. The demand for the believer's best is also found in Paul's writing to the
Corinthians: "Whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God" (1 Cor. 10:31). These texts
were not written with a survey of church excellence in mind, but they do clearly
admonish believers to live for Jesus' sake and honor. That call should then transform the
acts of believers and ultimately the Church to the highest standards.
The apostle's words may be the most quoted on this theme in Scripture, but he is
not the only one to record a call for the best in response to God. The whole ofthe Old
Testament reveals requirements for surrendering and serving God with the very best.
Unblemished lambs, first fruits, and the finest materials for furnishing the tabernacle and
temple all point to a standard that God himself requires. The Lord Jesus further
reinforced this thought in his teaching. One prime example is the parable of the talents in
Matthew 25. In that vivid story, Jesus described an awful experience of harsh judgment
for the man who did nothing with what he had been given. Most of all, Jesus' life and
atoning sacrificial death demonstrate the most powerful example of offering the best to
God. This example calls individual believers to the highest standard. Hymn writer Isaac
Watts was correct when he said, it "demands my life, my soul, my all."
In Ephesians 4: 13 Paul states that the desired purpose for each believer including
•

himself is to "become mature." This same word is found several times in other Pauline
writings in the New Testament; however, it is not used elsewhere in this particular letter.
In 1 Corinthians 2:6 the word describes those who receive a message of wisdom. In
Philippians 3: 15 the word is used as a description of those who should understand the

•
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goal for which God has called them. Found again in Colossians 4:15, it refers to those
who "stand finn in the will of God." In other places this word, teleion in Greek, is
translated "perfect." Flawlessness, which is sometimes associated with perfection, does
not seem to be the best understanding of this word. Instead; the ideas of growth and
proper function are implied. The next term to be studied leads to a clearer picture of how
this maturity can be measured.
In the concluding phrase of the passage, the word "fullness" is used (4:13). The
ultimate attainment to be reached is "the fullness of Christ" (4: 13). The same tenn is
found in Ephesians. Paul describes the body as the fullness of Christ (1 :23). In the pivotal
point of the letter, the place where the content shifts from describing the believer's
position in Christ to outlining the actual way of daily living in Christ, the word is also
discovered (3: 19). In fact, the entire phrase that encompasses it in 3: 19 is strikingly
similar to 4:13. The difference is the reference to God (3:19) instead of Christ (4:13). In
chapter three verse nineteen, Paul prays that each believer "be filled to the measure of the
fullness of God." He points each one to the purpose of "attaining to the whole measure
•

of the fullness of Christ" (4:13). This verse seems to be a restatement of what Paul
considers crucial for every member of the body of Christ. It also gives a clearer meaning
to the term mature, the measure of which is found in the "fullness of Christ." This same
word and concept are found in Colossians 2:8-10 where Paul says that all the fullness of
God is in Christ, and believers are given fullness in him.
Searching for the meaning of fullness takes us back to the prayer in Ephesians
•

three. The context reveals that it involves the indwelling presence of Christ. Included in
the life of the believer should be love and power. The love is the love of Christ, and it

•
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"surpasses knowledge." The power is through his Spirit and is experienced with "all the
saints," demonstrating once again the emphasis on unity. To know this love and power,
Paul's prayer is that they be "filled with the fullness of God" (3: 14-19). Basically
restating this same idea in our passage, Paul points to the fullness of Christ as the goal for
the body of Christ. Humility, gentleness, love, unity, and peace, all called for in chapter
four, are to be found in the "whole measure of the fullness of Christ." Glenn Teal teaches
that this inner motivation must become like a "private contract" of the heart (132). If
God's requirement of individual believers is a high standard of quality in maturity, then
surely he does not expect less when they function as the body of Christ. In fact the
purpose of this Pauline passage is to see that the state of the body be one of maturity.

Analysis of the Problem
Ifbeing at our best in a worshipping community is a critical biblical issue and
also closely connected to Christians' impact on society, then excellence in ministry is a
must in the local church context. Houston First Church of the Nazarene is no exception.
The congregation has experienced recent numerical growth but the not-so-distant past
also reveals periods of decline and plateau. This status places Houston in close company
with many churches in the United States (Toler and Nelson 20). Such standing may be
partly attributed to the lack of awareness of the need for excellence and quality
specifically in routine programs and activities along with special events and
communication pieces. Facilities also reflect a congregation's perception of what really
matters. Many churches are missing the finer touches of cleanliness, up-to-date decor,
adequate access, and technological relevancy. Houston First has demonstrated high
quality in some of these areas and yet has been shortsighted in others. A hit-and-miss

•

•
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approach is not acceptable by biblical standards, nor will it lead a congregation to success
in competing for the time and commitment of a highly competitive consumer market.
People in Houston, just like those around the rest of the country, are flooded with
options. Hundreds of choices are made for entertainment, eating out, community
involvement, and participating in a church. Multiple television networks, home movies,
.

video games, interactive computers via the Internet, school activities, recreational and
competitive sports leagues, radio stations, and music target each end of the spectrum and
all those in between. Most of these entities focus on being at their best to increase their
audience and income. In all probability, the church that cheats on quality will not be able
to compete for the masses' time and attention. On paper Houston First Church of the
Nazarene has accepted that reaching people with the gospel of Jesus Christ is our
mission. I believe this mission is also written on the hearts of many within the
congregation and its leadership. The problem at hand is to begin to weave a mind-set of
quality and excellence into every function, facility, and feature of our ministry. I believe
the implementation of the Five Star Church principles is a place to begin.
By nature some of these principles can be more readily measured in terms of
practical implementation. Some are more subjective than others. The difficulty lies in the
tracking of quality. My objective was to measure the excellence of ministry at Houston
First and another church as the principles of the Five Star Church were taught and
.

received. The methods of tracking quality were in the fonn of surveying members, lay
leaders, pastoral staff, and several "secret church shoppers." These secret shoppers were
from outside the local church body coming to our services or activities with the sole
purpose of evaluating their experience at Houston First (Toler and Nelson 129) .

•
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this comparison group study was to measure the effect of the
teaching and training of the principles of excellence outlined in the Five Star Church by
•

Stan Toler and Alan Nelson on the ministry of Houston First Church of the Nazarene of
Houston, Texas, and also Grace Church of the Nazarene of Columbia, Tennessee. An
essential part of this study was an exploration of other sources and supporting literature
that relate to excellence within the church and in the corporate world.

Research Questions
The following questions were addressed in this study.

Research Question #1
What are the current levels of five star qualities and attitudes concerning the
various ministries and functions of these churches as perceived by key internal
stakeholder groups (members, lay leaders, pastors/staf:f)?

Research Question #2
What changes in five star quality and attitudes have occurred as a result of five
star training as perceived by both the internal and external stakeholders?

Research Question #3
What is the quality of the treatment based on overall review of this study at the
church receiving the five star training?

Definitions and Principles
Several definitions exist for total quality management (TQM), but at its heart is
a set of management practices designed to improve the performance of organizational
processes to profitably satisfy customers. TQM is founded on the understanding that
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organizations are systems with processes that have the purpose of serving customers.
TQM calls for the integration of all organizational activities to achieve the goal of
•

serving customers. It seeks to impose standards, to achieve efficiencies, to define roles of
individuals within processes and the organization as a whole, to reduce errors and defects
by applying statistical process control, and to employ teams more efficiently to plan and
execute processes. It requires leaders willing to create a culture where people define their
roles in terms of being responsible teammates and in terms of the value they add in
delivering quality output to customers (Cortada and Woods 353).

Culture is the prevalent atmosphere of an organization or congregation derived
from shared beliefs and values. Culture is inseparably tied to the system or systems under
which the organizational structures and/or ministries are organized. This culture
permeates every aspect of the life and action of the organization or congregation.
In this study quality and excellence are used interchangeably. The definition of

quality according to W. Edwards Deming, whose work inspired the authors of The Five
Star Church, can be summarized as: improvements of the process, which increases
quality for the customer.
Also, the term "five star" was understood to mean excellent or of high quality. In
the setting of this study of a local church, these terms pointed toward the relationship of
people to the ministry of the church. This comparison is similar to the business
community or marketplace relationship between product and customer. However, the
goal of the process is not to sell a product at Houston First but to be involved in the
•

pursuit of the standard of excellence that glorifies God and makes an eternal difference in
the lives ofthose inside and outside ofthe congregation.
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Ministry/Ministries refer to the various functions and activities of a local church.
These include worship services, classes, fellowship gatherings, and the use and care of
facilities.
Church/Churches was used frequently to refer to the evangelical church world
as a whole. It was also used to identify a specific congregation such as Houston First or
Grace.
Secret Church Shoppers refer red to special guests from outside the
-

congregations who were asked to give an evaluation of their experience at the church.

Table 1. Five Star Principles

•
•

•
•

.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Principle One: We want to be the best we can be, reach our potential,
serve people better and glorify God. To do this, we must be intentional
and perpetual.
Principal Two: We will practice what we preach and put thorns in our
laurels.
Principle Three: Everyone on the ministry team is involved in
analyzing what we do, how we do it, and how we can do it better to
serve people best.
Principle Four: Who are the best people for the ministry tasks, and
what are the best resources we can afford?
Principle Five: We need to discuss the Q (quality) factor when we plan
a project, after an event, and in our scheduled staff meetings.
Principle Six: Invest the time and money to teach, train, and retrain
people to develop their skills and to implement quality ministry
methods.
Principle Seven: The leader's job is to buy-into the concept for quality
concern, cast the vision, and never delegate the core value.
Principle Eight: Provide a safe, secure environment to share ideas.
Principle Nine: Build a team mind-set to avoid departmental barriers.
Principle Ten: Eliminate slogans and short-telm goals.
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Table 1. Five Star Principles, continued

•

•
•

Principle Eleven: Avoid numerical goals.

•

Principle Thirteen: Vigorously educate people.

Principle Twelve: Give people ownership.

•

Principle Fourteen: Head into action.
Source: Toler and Nelson 35-71

.

.

Table 2. Total Quality Management Principles

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create constancy of purpose for improvement of product and service.
Adopt the new philosophy.
Cease dependence on inspection to achieve quality.
End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag alone.
Instead, minimize total cost by working with a single supplier.
Improve constantly and forever every process for planning,
production, and service.
Institute training on the job.
Adopt and institute leadership.

Drive out fear.
Break down barriers between staff areas.
Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the work force.
Eliminate numerical quotas for the work force and numerical goals for
management.
•. Remove barriers that rob people of pride of workmanship.
• Institute a vigorous program of education and self-improvement for
everyone.
• Put everybody in the company to work to accomplish the
transformation.
Source: Deming 23-24
•

Methodology of Study
The methodology of study was a quasi-experimental comparison case study. In
an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the Five Star Church training seminar, surveys
,

were conducted to measure the levels of quality at two local churches. Those churches
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have been described and identified. One of the churches did receive the application of the
seminar and the other did not.

Population
The population for these surveys included regular attenders and members,
congregational leaders, and special guests identified as "secret church shoppers" of both
Houston First Church of the Nazarene, in Houston, Texas, and Grace Church of the
Nazarene, in Columbia, Tennessee. Houston First was the treatment group. Grace Church
was the control group.

Sample
For this study the sample included those regular attenders, members,
congregational leaders, who were in attendance on the Sunday that the initial surveys
were distributed at Houston First Church of the Nazarene and Columbia Grace Church of
the Nazarene and the selected "secret church shoppers."

Subjects
The subjects for this project were those attenders and "shoppers" from Houston
First Church of the Nazarene and Columbia Grace Church of the Nazarene who take the
specific surveys. The regular attenders were of senior high school age or older. Only
those who complete both the first and second surveys were valid subjects.

Variables
The independent variable was the treatment application, The Five Star Church
Seminar, and the dependent variable was the subjective perception ofthose surveyed.
Several other variables were to be considered for this study. Confounding variables were
issues such as the gender, age, educational background, and marital status of the
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individuals surveyed. Other variables included the worship styles of the two churches,
pastoral leadership styles and organization, facilities, financial resources, and average
attendance. The fact that Houston First just received a new pastor also needed
recognition.

•

Instrumentation and Data Collection
The first instrument used was the Church Evaluation Survey, a researcherdesigned survey given to a sample of regular attenders at both churches. Its purpose was
to measure their perceptions of the quality of ministry at their local church based on
several major categories. The second instrument to be used was the Rate Your Church
Survey, a survey designed by the authors of the book upon which the treatment
application is based. Congregational leaders were the respondents for this survey. The
third instrument was the Secret Church Shopper Survey. It is also a survey taken from the
treatment application basis but designed for special guests or external stakeholders of the
churches. All three of the surveys were administered before and after the treatment
application.
The surveys were distributed on Sundays in the month preceding the treatment
and collected in that same month by hand or by mail. The last four digits of the social
security numbers of those surveyed were used for identification purposes. Using the last
four digits of the social security number protected confidentiality and provided a means
for identifying those taking the survey pre and post treatment. The same procedure will
be repeated two months following the treatment. Only those surveys that were completed
by the same participants in both pre- and posttest periods were valid for this research
project.

I
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Relevance and Importance
The inspiration behind such a study came from working under a pastor who was
an author and seminar presenter. The number of church-related seminars designed to
make a local church and its leaders more effective seems limitless. The level oftheir
effectiveness can be debated at length. However, the demand for excellence from today's
.

marketplace is strong, and the call from God for the Church to be at its best is clear.
Improving the quality of local church ministry is an important issue. Excellence in
ministry is relevant to the church today. The importance and relevance of this study is to
evaluate the effectiveness of at least one tool designed to raise the level of quality in local
church ministry. The findings may assist at least one church in striving to be what God is
expecting and that alone can be significant.
Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 surveys some of the literature relating to the pursuit and measurement
of quality in the secular marketplace, especially that stemming from Edwards Deming
and the Total Quality Management movement, as well as the efforts toward excellence in
the Church at large. Chapter 3 describes the research and design of the study. Chapter 4
reports the findings of the research, which include the status of the perceptions of the
stakeholders before and after the treatment and the change identified between those
•

times. Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of findings, and conclusions and
interpretations based on them.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
,

This section of the study focuses on two major strands ofliterature relating to
excellence: the literature of the corporate world and the literature of evangelical church
leadership and researchers. Both call people and organizations to higher standards of
production and purpose. Total Quality Management is an area coined or claimed by W.
Edwards Deming in the corporate world ofthe twentieth century. This review contains
reflection on Deming's primary work, Out of the Crisis, and much from the secondary
sources that have responded to and extended his work.
In 1982, Deming compiled a book based on his belief that Western industry was

in crisis and something needed to be done to stop its decline. He believed that his
experience in working with management in Japan had given him the evidence that
transformation could and should happen for improved quality in the West. Deming was
sure that the transformation would not come through machinery but by man (18). He
formulated his theories, teachings, and experiences into "14 Points for Management" and
asserted their validity for large and small organizations alike (23). Those points,
summarized later in this study, have been the basis for what is known as Total Quality
Management for many years. The TQM movement has launched evaluation and action in
many circles even reaching to the church world, inspiring Toler and Nelson's The Five
Star Church, the basis for this study.
Deming was cenfident that his principles, if applied, could bring about the
necessary transfonnation to raise Western industry to the level it needed to be in order to
compete and grow in the global market. However, he was equally sure that "diseases and
,
,
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obstacles" stood in the way (97). The worst of the barriers he labeled as diseases because
they were harder to cure. The diseases included
•

Lack of constancy of purpose,

•

Emphasis on short-term profits,

•

Merit ratings,

•

•

•

•

Job hopping, and

•

Management by only visible figures (97-98).

Certainly these diseases discovered by Deming correlate to parallels in the church.
Churches often forget their mission and focus only on the next worship service or event.
The sheep flock quickly to perceived greener pastures, and pastors measure our ministry
often only by attendance and monies raised.
The father of Total Quality Management also responded to obstacles that he
considered only slightly less dangerous than the aforementioned diseases, such as
•

Hope for instant pudding,

•

Too much faith in machinery or gadgets,

•

False starts, and

•

Inadequate testing (Deming 126-42).

Too many times in the Church leaders hoped for a quick fix when consistency and
•

constancy are needed. Too often pastors hope for the perfect fonnula found in the latest
.

seminar or book by one of the "experts." Churches are also frequently guilty of starting
something and not finishing or following through. Many have failed to take Jesus'
instruction seriously when he said to count the cost. Churches are often reluctant to ask
the tough questions that are necessary for effective evaluation. Perhaps like Western
•
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industry that Deming believed to be in denial, the Church suffers from what Toler and
Nelson call the "Lake Wobegon syndrome," it thinks it is better than it really is (26).

Corporate Quality
Three areas are covered under corporate quality as they relate to TQM and its
influence on the business world. These three areas come from the terms or categories that
Marshall Sashkin and Kenneth Kiser use to summarize the aspects ofTQM: counting,
customers, and culture. Counting refers to matters of tools, techniques, and training used
to solve quality problems. Customers are the driving force or primary concern for the
organization. Culture describes the atmosphere derived from shared beliefs and values of
leadership defining and supporting quality (3). Research has led some experts to conclude
that quality has taken on the characteristics of a social movement. Quality initiatives have
provided a framework for companies to develop a management system that links systems
with results (Howe, Gaeddert, and Howe 12).
The emphasis on corporate quality has certainly impacted the evangelical church
world. Leith Anderson, a noted author and successful pastor, has called the "epidemic of
excellence" one of the greatest legacies passed on from the twentieth century to the
twenty-first (Leadership Ill). Many would trace this epidemic back to the quality
revolution begun by Deming. He helped change the connotation of "Made in Japan" from
cheap junk to high quality. Because of the lasting impact of this move toward excellence,
the stakes have been raised for the Church. The expectations are higher. Excusing poor
quality by saying, "it's just the Church" is no longer acceptable.
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Counting
For excellence to be developed and maintained for any company or organization,
•

training must be an essential part of the process. In implementing his TQM principles and

•

concepts, Deming believes that a learning process is needed (l39). Even before his
fourteen principles were articulated fOimally, Deming was challenging the companies he
was advising to strive for continuous improvement in all their operations (Gabor 114).
This emphasis has had an enomlOUS effect on those companies and the manufacturing
climate around the world.
Japanese industry embraced Deming's concepts more readily than others, but
ultimately this emphasis on continual, systematic organizational improvement, which
many others have accepted, the Japanese call kaizen. Peter Drucker, one of corporate
America's "gurus," calls for every business that wants to be a success to organize itself
for continuous training (4). Organizations around the globe have grown out of this
demand for training, many with the mission to train companies and businesses in the
processes ofTQM and give them the tools for implementation in their own setting. They
are as widespread as kvalitetsteknik, a National Center of Excellence in TQM from
Sweden, to The Center for Training and Development (CTD) of Alberta, Canada.

Kvalitetsteknik offers general training in TQM as well as on-going support for specific
tools and techniques for each organization with which they work (Kvalitetsteknik par. 4).
,

CTD bills itself as a customer service-training giver with emphasis in three areas: service
design, the customer, and quality systems (CTD par. 2) .
•

Training and the tools and techniques that go with it are important to quality
improvement, but they are not the total answer. Those seeking to implement principles of
i
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. excellence into businesses and organizations view them as means to an end. Training and
the apparatus to carry out what has been learned are support mechanisms for the bigger
concept or vision. Sashkin and Kiser describe them as "superficial aspects," an overemphasis on them can even lead to an organization's movement away from quality (51).
The point is this: training is essential for any organization to have the ability to
implement quality improvement. In fact, everyone in a company must take a turn
(Jablonski 113). Counting only matters as it relates to the customer.
Cases do exist in which TQM has failed to bring about the desired results. Brown,
Hitchcock, and Willard, in Why TQM Fails, suggest this failure happens where too much
emphasis is placed on activity instead of results. They offer the advice of focusing on the
desired outcomes rather than implementing activities for activities' sake (66). Too much
internal focus may result in failed efforts to implement TQM. Organizations may often
focus on an aspect ofperfonnance that is of little importance to external customers (61).
These failures can easily be seen in churches seeking to improve their efforts in reaching
people. In a world where people have such a huge array of choices, churches often fail to
respond to that for which potential attendees are looking (Towns and Bird 166-67). Just
as companies need to expand and maximize their options for service, churches must also
consider their options to effectively reach their customers. They need to be sure that their
counting counts.
Few places exist where counting is more prevalent than in the average American
church. Materials, programs, seminars, and activities reign in this realm; however, this
abundance of busyness does not often translate into efficiency and effectiveness. Pastor
Michael Slaughter, who strives to minister on the cutting edge, says many churches lose

•
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their focus. In all the "counting" we do, we must ask three crucial questions: "What is our
business?, Who is our customer?, and What does the customer value?" (Next Level).

The Customer
Not an altogether rare occurrence is to enter a business and discover some motto
placed for all to see that stresses the prominence of the customers who enter or are served
.

by the establishment. The emphasis ofTQM from the beginning was to improve
customer service. Andrea Gabor describes Deming as having a vision for getting at the

-

desires of the customer, both expressed and unexpressed. Meeting customer needs was
the purpose of designing, building, testing, and retesting quality products (56). In
Deming's own words, "The customer is the most important part of the production line.
Quality should be aimed at the needs of the consumer, present and future" (5). The goal
of quality measures should be not only short-term customer satisfaction but also
establishing customer commitment. Top performers in the business world understand that
success comes from establishing trust with prospects and clients (Slechta 1). This
understanding requires a focus on maintaining a relationship with customers beyond
immediate services (Howe, Gaeddert, and Howe 57). Partnership with customers should
be the objective of businesses according to Howe, Gaeddert, and Howe (59). Perhaps
churches that fail to see the crucial aspect of reaching outside their walls should adopt
such a mind-set.
•

The aim is often off target in churches today. Many see the only customer as the
person who is already a part of the church organization and not the person on the outside
looking for the answer to his or her need. This condition could be and has been described
as the "institutionalization" of the church. Robert Greenleafhas said that like many other
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. institutions the church has struggled with its mission. Many, ifnot most, local
congregations wrestle with how best to do what they have set out to do (218). The
mission given by Christ to reach people who have not heard or accepted his grace and
love is often lost in religious activity.
Being a customer-focused organization involves understanding what people want,
conversing with them, knowing the marketplace, and being prepared to meet, even
anticipate, customer needs and demands. The customer is involved at every point of the
process from beginning to end. The end should be a satisfied customer (Deming 87). The
starting point is the needs ofthe market and the customer, not those of the organization
itself. Those who fail to recognize this point are missing the best view for excellence in
serving and maintaining satisfied customers. Customers pay the bills and detelmine the
future.
This issue of paying the bills is frequently what causes churches to stumble when
in relation to the customer. In contrast to the commercial world where the paying
consumer from outside the company pays the bills, inside the local church the member of
the company contributes to meet the financial obligations. The mission then turns from
outside to inside. The driving force becomes keeping the membership happy, more like
an old country club than a missionary venture. What needs to be considered first by the
church, according to Slaughter, is that we offer only one thing that other organizations do
not-Jesus Christ (Spiritual 45). Our customers must include that person who does not
know this Jesus as well as those who are seeking to grow as disciples. The mission
demands a driving focus on the former without neglect of the latter. Both disciples and
seekers are important to Christ and his mission. Disciples are needed to reach the lost, the

I
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. undiscipled.
According to successful implementers of TQM, the customer is the main thing.
Joseph Jablonski says the "Big C," or customer focus is really a principal one in TQM
(25). Sashkin and Kiser describe the customer as the "real issue" (58). They site Joseph
Juran's recognition of the user of a product as the real basis for excellence, rather then
some abstract ideal of quality (55). As the cliche goes, "Keep the main thing, the main
thing." That means existing, producing, training, and growing all with the customers in
mind. Winning them, serving them, keeping them, and valuing them are essential.
Customers must be a priority because what they value is what matters most for any
company producing a service or product. In comparison to many thriving businesses,
local churches fail to recognize who their customer is. This results in communication and
programming that is out of touch with the customers' needs. More congregations should
be asking the true customer, "Is what we do worth coming back to?" (Galloway, Ten
Characteristics 77). Oswald and Leas, in The Inviting Church, propose that the essence of
attracting people to church lies in having something to offer (37). For a local church to
establish a relationship with prospects they must focus on the things that will meet the
needs of those prospects. They should consider their physical presence in the
neighborhood, the appearance of their property, and their accessibility to the outsider (3940). The church should have an awareness of its need to market itself. George Barna
.

observes that the church is always on display because the church exists as a body of
people who live their lives out in the marketplace (Church 25). Individual example and
relationship best achieve this marketing, but the efforts to market their product must not
be neglected (26). The marketing practice best adopted by churches according to
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, Slaughter is about finding solutions. These solutions should meet felt needs and be
communicated effectively to those persons who perceive the needs (Out 37).
Customers are also consultants and advisors. Early in his teaching and training
with large corporations, Deming saw the necessity of working closely with customers to
gain their input and ideas (Gabor 114). Maeve McGowan and Farrell Sparks suggest that
even complaining customers can be a great asset if their complaints are handled in an
efficient manner. Their information can lead to quality improvement and maintaining
loyalty from them (1). Customers who get what they want will come back for more and
teach the serving organization how to get more of them in the process. Customers are a
part of the training and learning cycle. Organizations need to recognize their need to be
taught by the customers and also, according to Drucker, the non-customers. Few
institutions have given their efforts to learning about those who could be their customers.
The market potential to serve is much bigger for most than those whom they currently
serve (3). If the customer is number one, maybe the non-customer is a close number two.
This market potential is certainly larger than most Christians perceive. Innovative pastor
Michael Slaughter states that seven out often Americans are not regular church service
attendees (Next Level). A shift in focus to learn what will attract the "non-customer" to
the unchanging message of the gospel of Christ is essential; however, too many churches
expect the same programs and styles of communication that they have used for years and
•

years will continue to be effective today. This expectation is often unrealistic. Churches
must address the reality oftoday's culture (Barna, Future 189).
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Culture
The word "culture" has a significant potential to mean many different things to
different people. Edgar Schein describes culture as the coherent whole of rituals, climate,
•

values, and behaviors (10). The culture of an organization according to Schein is
primarily determined by three sources: the beliefs and assumptions of founders, the
.

learning of the group as it evolves, and by new beliefs, values, and assumptions brought
in by new members and leaders (211). Leaders face a daunting task in confidently and
consistently shaping and adapting the shared matters that form the basis of their culture.
The most difficult part of TQM, according to Sashkin and Kiser, is creating,
nurturing, and sustaining a culture based on TQM (73). Beliefs and values of excellence
must permeate every aspect of an organization to develop a culture that expects and
produces quality. The organization needs to adapt to change, achieve goals, and perform
with a team mind-set all related to being the best for the sake of the customer (75). Any
.institutional values that go against these severely limit it virtually impossible to have a
culture of excellence as far as TQM is concerned. The culture really becomes a matter of
purpose.
Deming's first principle calls for establishing a constancy of purpose toward
service (199). A service organization should exist to serve its customers. This theme is
repeated throughout the literature on TQM and reflected often in management and
.

leadership resources. The entire organizational community must share this sense of
purpose and focus. In other words, a company culture must affect every part of its
process and hoped-for success. Developing and maintaining this kind of atmosphere
requires great commitment from top and bottom, from the boss to the rank-and-file
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employee or member. Paul Russell, an executive for PepsiCo, says that their effort to
build a company culture of leadership has been a "self-renewing" one. It has led to new
leaders, new ideas, and stability able to handle big changes (7). A crucial element for this
atmosphere to be an organizational reality is for leadership to be teachable. They must
accept constructive criticism, listen to ideas from coworkers and customers, and reach for
higher levels of excellence.
Today's pastors and lay leaders must be teachable. In Leading Your Ministry,
Alan Nelson asks, "What is the difference between where we are now and where we need
to be?" (69). These kinds of tough issues call for visionary leaders-leaders who want the
right kind of changes to take place in the structure and function of the church to make it
effective in today's society (69).
Teamwork is a huge part of a true culture of excellence. In working with General
Motors, Deming helped them to see the need to create a culture of cooperation. One of
the earlier efforts was to end the tradition of rivalry between the different car divisions
(Gabor 248). Jablonski recommends the use of Process Action Teams to implement
TQM. These teams include a mixture of people from all levels of the company or
organization. The primary purpose of these teams is to work together to use the training
and tools for achieving goals (73).
Teamwork is about achieving together, not ranking individual performance .
.

Interestingly, Deming, who frequently quotes from Ecclesiastes, believes and operates
under the conviction that most people want and should take joy in their work. He believes
that the management of an organization has a moral obligation to develop a system that
makes this joy a reality for its workers. If this opportunity is available, Deming proposes
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that most will do their best work in pursuing this kind of fulfillment (Gabor 253). The
saying from the ball field is "There is no 'I' in team." According to TQM proponents and
many in the marketplace, a culture of excellence starting at the top but embraced by all
•

gives any organization a chance to be its best. Surely it is possible that a local church can
establish a culture of excellence that glorifies God and reaches people who need him.
Excellence in the Church
The call to excellence is on the lives of Christians and the ministries that flow
from God's people. The number of books, articles, resource kits, tapes, and seminars on
being the best at some or all aspects of ministry seem endless. A great deal of influence
has come into the church realm from the corporate world. A small portion of this
influence has been discussed in the previous section. This review only scratches the
surface of what is available. I believe it benefits to look at this material in four categories.
The first is in the demand for excellence followed by the barriers to it within the life of
the Church. Another area beckoning for attention today in the pursuit of quality in the
Church is leadership, so it must not be neglected. Culture, an identical category found
in the corporate review, concludes this beginning survey of the literature. These four
categories bring the broad range of possibilities into workable parameters, and they
correlate with the reality of the world outside the Church.
Demand
Bill Hybels says, "Excellence honors God and inspires people." He points to
God's demand for the unblemished lamb from his people in the account of the prophet
Malachi. In fact, God said that no lamb was better than a blemished one. Earlier biblical,
theological foundations in this study remind us of a few of God's requirements of the best

•
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. from his people. Church leaders today are recognizing God's desire for his people to be at
their best. He wants believers to grow up and follow the excellent example of his son,
Jesus Christ.
Furthennore, the mission of the Church defined by Christ's great commission
requires excellence. That mission is evangelism. So many books, articles, videos, and
seminars are available in the area of evangelism today that requiring years to absorb
them. Numerous pastors, evangelists, and other leaders have produced quality tools to aid
Christians in fulfilling their call to share the good news of the gospel. However, the term
"evangelism" usually brings up defenses, guilt, or some fOlm ofrejection from believers
who fill churches. If one were to try and convince his or her church family to read a book
entitled The Master Plan of Evangelism, many would say, "That's for someone else."
What they would be missing is a powerful summary of the lifestyle and ministry of the
Savior they claim to know and follow. Robert Coleman directly and simply portrays
Jesus' method of saving the world by his truth, and how from the original disciples to us
today that method is to be lived out. The Church cannot shirk its responsibility to be
completely focused in this area (76). George Hunter, in reflecting on the corporate search
for excellence and comparing it to the Church, succinctly writes, "Probably no question
in mission is more important than the effectiveness of what we do in Christ's name" (To
Spread 26).
.

Another demand beyond that of God himself comes from today's society. The
customer mind-set of America in the twenty-first century is powerful. The church that
does not recognize this reality is asleep. Barna produces page after page of material
reflecting the consumer market with its tastes, preferences, and expectations. The current
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customer or non-customer of a local church is used to being targeted, and they are
accustomed to high quality production. The mass media in all of its various forms
produces quality music, movies, videos, magazines, newspapers, and billboards. Our
•

tastes may require a variety of styles and varying content, but "the world" puts out
excellent products. Church leaders who recognize this fact are not calling for
congregations to reproduce the content that is full of evil and destructive messages but to
acknowledge the production value with which they are competing. The world, according
to these leaders, is not looking for mediocre music, poorly prepared sellllons, dated
printed materials, ho-hum services, and dirty restrooms. When the Church cheats on
quality, it says that it is not serious about its message and the character of God (Toler and
Nelson 21).

Barriers
Learning from or changing in some way to accommodate the world brings fear
into the hearts of many Christians and old-fashioned paranoia into others. Anderson
recognizes that all institutions resist change, particularly religious ones (Dying 110).
However, change happens and people erect barriers when confronted with change.
Unwillingness to adapt to changes is a major hindrance to excellence in ministry. The
mission of the Church is inevitably linked with Jesus' declaration that his disciples are
"in the world but not of it" (John 17:14). However, as Anderson notes, many churches
focus on the institution rather than purpose and self-perpetuation, rather than reaching
into the community (111-12). This resistance to change does not foster an atmosphere
that brings quality to every area of ministry.
Pastor Greg Ogden has issued a strong call for a move away from debilitating
•
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institutionalism. Essential for this change to happen is a shift away from thinking of the
Church as institution to viewing it as organism. The call means that the Church will
recognize that it depends on the presence of Christ for its life. Also, those who make up
,

the body of Christ will understand that they are to fulfill a God-given role to minister to
each other and to the world. The problem lies in institutionalization of the Church,
-

primarily seen in the leadership of the mediatorial and representative ministry. What
Ogden calls for is the breakdown of the separation between clergy and laity resulting in
"one people/one ministry" (56). The reshaping ofthis mind-set calls for changes in both
•

language and action. The priestly overtones of the ordained ministry and traditional
pastorate are hindrances and must be lost in the "cloth of organism ministry" (82).
Ogden's words may be over the top for some, but they do call for greater involvement
and higher purpose in ministry.
Church leaders today often honor the Old Testament characters known as the
Sons of Issachar because the Scripture records that they understood the times. Hunter
states that most unchurched people are not knocking down the doors of churches to hear
seventeenth century organ music; however, the secular person does expect churches to
meet people's needs (To Spread 131). Unfortunately, many churches have not made the
commitment to understand the needs of lost people and to address them with high quality
,

ministry. The result is a barrier beyond a resistance to change. Resistance to recognize
-

that lost people matter to God must be defeated. The needs ofthe lost matter to us and
require effective communication (Hybels). Lack of passion and purpose seems to
permeate many churches as evidenced by the volumes of articles and books calling for it
to be revived. Excellence of passion is what leads to quality enhancement. Christ's
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passion and priority was reaching people. He did it well with energy and effectiveness
(Coleman 108).
The lack of passion in the Church is often connected to a lack of vision.
Missionary and church leader Doug Carter notes that Christians often have "knothole
views" when they need to be "big picture people" (l3). God's children often fail to see
the vastness of the Father's resources and possibilities. This blindness affects believers
plans and efforts to reach men and women for Christ. Looking for examples of people
who saw the big picture in the Bible can inspire church leaders to see the big picture
today (14).
A key to good vision and a clear picture is a needed focal point. A great barrier to
excellence in many churches is their lack of health. Tracy Keenan says that "church
health is a matter of focus" (35). If a church's primary emphasis is on maintaining what
they have or getting more people to have more money, they have a survival mentality. If
their focus is truly on Christ, they will have a service mentality (36). The resulting effect
should be a pursuit of what is best to honor Christ and meet the needs of people.
Another barrier to excellence perceived by many oftoday's evangelical leaders is
misplaced leadership. In a seminar entitled "Leading and Communicating to Change
Lives," Hybels teaches at length on the varied giftedness and styles of leaders in today' s
church. His premise is that many church leaders, particularly pastors, are not leading in
.

the areas where they are most gifted. The resulting problem becomes a barrier to
excellence. Many churches, according to Toler and Nelson, place their smallest player at
center on the basketball team. Quality suffers because men and women are not serving in
the areas where their strengths can be best utilized (Ill). John Maxwell is known for
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saying, "Everything rises and falls on leadership" (21 Irrefutable Laws cover). Perhaps it
is true of excellence in the church as well.
•

Leadership
The tasks of leaders are many and varied. They are asked and expected to do
many things, especially pastoral leaders in today's church. Expectations have built up
over the centuries until the office of pastor has become one that needs a "superperson" to
fill it.
After reading Pastoral Theology by Thomas C. Oden, one may find it difficult to
see anything that should be left out of a pastor's job description. The author covers a
large territory of ministry and ministries and lays all of it at the pastor's feet or perhaps
on the desk. He does recognize the general ministry of the laity and the equipping role of
the pastor (26). Yet he seems to promote the concept that the pastor should demonstrate
giftedness, proficiency, and participation in every area of ministry. One should not doubt
the legitimacy or reality of any of the roles defined by Oden, but the expectations that
result from this model for ministry are overwhelming. How to meet those expectations is
another issue. For most to fulfill all the functions and tasks of the office outlined by Oden
would mean that pastoring a congregation limited to a size that meets one's energy and
proficiency level (311-16). Otherwise pastors would fail miserably in one or more areas.
The resulting failure brings down the quality of leadership and the ministry that should
•

flow from it.
In contrast to this focus on overwhelming obligations, Dave Ulrich calls for
leadership based on capabilities. His goal is to shift the focus away from fDIm and
structure to mind-set and capability (195). Perhaps Ulrich resonates here with the
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dynamics of the early Church and the inspiration of the Holy Spirit that needs to be
addressed. Although the bedrock biblical truths must not be compromised, many outdated
and stale forms and expectations could be traded for creative and inspired methods in the
hands of Church leaders ready to hear from and be empowered by Almighty God.
Hybels calls for leaders to first clarify the mission for their organization. In this
case, a church or ministry. That mission has been defmed as bringing people to Jesus
Christ. Closely related is leading them to serve him with excellence. The drift in every
church is to accommodate the "found" instead of winning the "lost". This drift is tied to
the overwhelming expectations promoted by Oden and other well-meaning Christians. To
overcome this obstacle, many church leaders, like John Maxwell and Dale Galloway,
urge pastors and ministry leaders to make developing other leaders their primary task.
The only way to develop other leaders according to Maxwell is to become a better
leader yourself. Such a demand requires making leadership development and personal
growth the highest of priorities (21 Irrefutable Laws 139). Before people can lead others
to success and long-term quality in ministry, Galloway says they must commit to
personal growth; thinking, and life management that will take them to a higher level. This
higher level demands personal excellence in effort and attitude. It requires a desire to
understand people and motivate them to be their best ("Developing"). A leader must
become a lifetime learner committed to growth that is not automatic but instead
deliberate, planned, and consistent. Deming may have had an influence on this type of
thinking in the Church; however, Coleman declares that Jesus' lifestyle was filled with an
all-consuming motivation to be and do what he was called to be and do. Jesus Christ was
a leader with a strategy and principles to accomplish his mission and equip others to
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continue it (20). He was a leader developing leaders to fulfill God's plan for them and the
world. That plan, still in place today, requires high quality leadership. Warren Bennis'
writing on executive excellence summarizes the characteristics that organizations and
churches need in leaders today:

•

•
•

1. They have a strong sense of purpose, a passion, a conviction, a sense
of wanting to do something important to make a difference . .
2. They are capable of developing and sustaining deep and trusting
relationships. They seem to be constant, caring and authentic with
other people.
3. They are purveyors of hope and have positive illusions about original
reality.
4. They have a balance in their lives between work, power, and family or
outside activities. They do not tie up all of their self-esteem in their
position.
5. They have a bias toward action and while not reckless, they do not
resist taking risks. (1)

A critical issue of leading with excellence is having and communicating a vision .

•

Carl George proclaims, "When a vision comes from the altar of God, it transfOlms people
who are in the presence of God" (44). To lead a church into excellence in every area of
ministry, church leadership must cast a vision for excellence that motivates and moves
men and women into action. Excellence must be defined by leaders and articulated with
passion and clarity. The beginning of implementation is communication (51). The
visionary leader/pastor will declare the vision over and over again. Dwight D.
Eisenhower once said, "Leadership is the ability to get a person to do what you want him
to do, when you want it done, in a way that you want it done, because he wants to do it"
(qtd in Galloway, "Developing"). For excellence to become the standard in any church it
must become the embraced vision of the congregation. The effective leader knows and
understands this principle. If no one is following, then no one is leading. Not everything a

,

leader does is leading, but everything a leader does can be important (Toler and Nelson
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116).
Ifwhat so many are saying is true, then church leaders can make a great
difference in raising the standard of ministry to a new level of quality, leading to
fulfillment of God's mission for the Church. People in churches want to be used by God.
They want to fill a place of significance and make a difference. The church pastoral staff
.

and leadership can help them find their place in the band. This effort will not guarantee
success and quality, but it significantly decreases the barriers and raises the possibilities
of excellence in serving God and others (Toler and Nelson 116).

Culture
Previously, in the Corporate Quality section, culture was defined as an
atmosphere derived from shared beliefs and values of leadership defining and supporting
quality. The same kind of atmosphere is desired in a church or ministry that wants to be
at its best. Rick Warren is known for having and writing about a "purpose driven
church." For Warren writing and communicating a purpose statement and
communicating it is not enough. A church must organize around its purposes (122). The
key is integration of the purposes into every aspect of the church's life and ministry
(137). The purpose of this study was to promote a sense of excellence or quality into
every aspect of the Church as it functions from day to day. Hybels says that he is intent
•

on developing a culture of leadership at Willow Creek Community Church. He wants the
•

portion of the body of Christ that he leads to foster a climate that supports the growth of
men and women in leadership for the sake of the Church and the "irreligious" they seek
to reach. One of the values on which he bases this idea is the excellence God desire and
his Word. That kind of value should be a foundation for a culture of excellence.
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The situation is not a simple matter. Many churches and Christians seem ready to
accept second best. Teal calls this level of mediocrity the "Lake Wobegon effect."
Garrison Keillor, of PBS radio fame, states that all of the people of his mythical
hometown, Lake Wobegon, believe they are above average. The result of their
overestimation is a manifestation of mediocrity. Translated into the Church,
.

congregations often think everything is just fine when, in reality, ministries and programs
are receiving second-rate effort and preparation (Teal 127). Facilities are unkempt,
communication is poor, and administration is chaotic. Churches often fall into what
Schein defines as "cognitive restructuring"; they effectively accept lower performance or
insufficiency by redefining their standards (301). Teal asks, "Doesn't God call us to a
higher standard?" (127). The point is not to criticize or tum away those who have lesser
talents or abilities. Neither is it to say the Church cannot use the "widow's mite" but
rather to say that we can expect everyone to give and do their best. A godly culture of
excellence will not develop a superstar class of workers in a church. Instead, it will
promote a sense of passion and purpose that will help everyone realize that if they do
their best, God will handle the results.
A task such as this one requires the understanding that organizations, and
churches in particular, do not usually change and adjust easily. The typical practice is to
drive toward change when perceiving an organizational problem (Schein 335). The pastor
.

along with other leaders of the church body must clearly articulate the necessity of
striving for high quality in all areas. In effect, leaders must help congregation to see the
•

existing and potential problems that arise from a low standard.
One of the primary long-term goals for a church of excellence is the construction
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of a system designed to take a person, whether believer or unbeliever, from a first-time
attendee to an active minister in the church. This system would be for the purpose of
producing a lifestyle of evangelism, worship, fellowship, discipleship, and ministry as
seen in the early Church and organized for the current times~ A prime example is "The
Life Development Process" designed by Warren and the Saddleback Community Church
(130). Another model is the "Steps to Growth at New Hope" (Galloway, "Developing").
Churches need a system that recognizes the importance of people first but can show how
they can move from being friends of the church to committed servant leaders carrying on
the work of the ministry. The kind of ministry produced from the application of this
system would not depend on anyone person's productivity being at its peak.
A shared ministry between committed lay people, licensed ministers, and
ordained pastors is the goal to be pursued under excellent leadership. Shared ministry is a
key to the long-term health and growth of a church. A church needs to tum the "audience
into an army" and find its strength in the number of people it effectively serves for Christ
(Warren 145). This effort will take time and must uniquely fit the church and its
community. The.result should be a church that understands its purpose, the urgency to
carry out its mission, and the call to do it well.
Making the transition to a fully mobilized lay ministry with a standard of
excellence is not an easy one. Training or teaching purposes and principles becomes an
.

immediate priority. Developing leaders with high expectations then becomes a great
assignment for the future of the church. Numerous barriers relate to tradition and
misunderstandings of God's purpose for his church, but these can be overcome. A system
of strategy and purpose combined with an expectation of quality can lead to a culture of
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excellence.
This culture of excellence must be inseparably linked to a sense of teamwork.
Teamwork requires maximum work and persistence to produce long-term success
•

(Iverson 102). God is not looking for elite leaders but for those who will embrace his
plans and purposes and work together to accomplish them. Maxwell says, "Partnership
moves the hand and the heart of God" (eower 29) Power comes to those who are unified
in God's presence (29). Teamwork comes from team building, which is closely related to
community building. Community building was definitely a priority ofthe New Testament
Church and should be for today's congregations. Unfortunately, the organization of many
churches does not foster team building or teamwork but rather a multitude of solo tasks
and ministry jobs. This lack of cohesiveness is a major barrier to successful and quality
productivity in the church. People want to be a part of something that is enjoyable and
fulfilling. They are looking for more than an assignment; they are looking for community
(Toler and Nelson 103).
Teamwork calls for essential qualities such as biblical vision, diversity,
sensitivity, encouragement, edification, creativity, loyalty, and, of course, unity. Where
these kinds of qualities are present, an elite sense of flawlessness or pompous attitudes
will not destroy a culture of excellence. Instead, a contagious sense of community can
infect a whole congregation (Iverson 122). The people of God are called to serve him and
others with excellence. That ideal requires God's people to work with one another in love
and cooperation .
•
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Review of Research Methodology
A vast number of research methods have been proven to be effective in
innumerable educational research projects. This comparison study aligns itself to the
application of case study research. Case studies can be both descriptive and exploratory
in nature (Yin 5). This project could contain elements of both . Robert Yin outlines the
.

guidelines of case study research to be selecting the cases to be involved, specifying what
is to be explored, and defining a complete description of the study (4). This study sought
to do all of these.
Institutions such as churches and schools have historically used case studies.
According to John Best, these studies have been conducted "for the purpose of
understanding the culture and the development of variable relationships" (109). A wide
variety of methods are used to gather data for these studies including observation,
interviews, questionnaires, and recorded data from sources such as news agencies and
governmental institutions (109-10). This study included the use of both questionnaires in
pretest and posttest foml as well as interviews.
Multiple case studies involve a detailed examination of more than one site or
situation. The sites in this case were Houston First and Colombia Grace churches. Case
study research sometimes includes other types of methodology, such as experimental and
quasi-experimental research (Wiersma 17). In quasi-experimental research, at least one
•

variable is manipulated to determine the effect of the manipulation on naturally formed
groups. The question is asked, "What is the effect of the experimental variable?" (17).
The case study can be a useful method, but certain precautions should be taken,
according to Best. First, one must guard against being deceived by the simplicity of the
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method. Variables must be identified as significant and relevant. Second, subjective bias
can be a threat to the process. Attention must be paid to objectivity in data gathering and
consistency in observation. Third, the researcher must be sure to closely measure cause
and effect relationships and not attribute cause and effect to matters that are merely
related (111). These cautions were certainly heeded in this process because of the
.

researcher's familiarity with the local church settings; however, informative and helpful
insight was gained from the study.
•

Summary
The society in which we live is heavily influenced by the corporate world's caIl
for better quality. This influence has raised the expectations of those who choose to
attend local churches. Better quality is the result of continuous attention to detail and
training by good businesses that leads to a culture of excellence. Within such a culture is
an understanding of the importance and needs of the customer. This same kind of
understanding is crucial to creating, nurturing, and sustaining such a culture within the
church. However, the reality based in the character and word of God is that the demand
for one's best is greater from God than it is from others. Christians must not allow the
barriers of resistance to change and a lack of vision to derail the sacred efforts to share in
a ministry of excellence. Thankfully, God is not a God of mediocrity. He is a holy,
awesome, magnificently creative God. The human response to him should be one of the
.

greatest respect and honor. The service or worship we believers offer to the Lord must be
the best they have. God's greatness demonstrated in the ultimate and perfect sacrifice of
his Son, Jesus Christ, was excellent enough to bring about salvation. Christian's service
to God and to others should be viewed as a humble offering of their best that can be used
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to lead others to salvation. This possibility of glorifying God and leading others to his
saving grace is why his church must strive for excellence in the work of the kingdom .
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The beginning design of this comparison study involved the use of questionnaires
,

and surveys. These tools were used to measure the quality of the ongoing ministries and
operations of two churches. Information was obtained from three differently targeted
groups: members, leaders/staff, and community guests. Following these surveys, one
three-hour, "five star" training session was implemented to encourage excellence in all
phases of ministry and activity at only one of the churches selected for the study. After a
three-month period of implementation, the effects of the training were measured by
surveying the same three groups again. The desired outcome was to identify the effect of
the training on the selected church compared to the one that did not receive the training
and, in both cases, to identify crucial areas that needed attention to make these churches
of "five star" quality.

Methods of Research
The first research question was addressed by using two surveys. The first was the
Church Evaluation Survey. It was given to a minimum of one hundred members of
Houston First Church of the Nazarene and Columbia Church of the Nazarene ages fifteen
and above. Measures were taken to assure that they were distributed to a proportionate
number of men and women with ages reflecting the predominant generational makeup of
•

the churches' populations. In addition, each elected lay leader in the congregation and
pastoral staff member was asked to participate in the survey. Each of these mentioned
previously was also asked to complete the Church Rating Survey contained in The Five
Star Church (Toler and Nelson 94-5).

Johnson
The first research question was also addressed by the use of a third survey

instrument. This third survey involved an "outsider's" reflection of Houston First Church
of the Nazarene and Columbia Church of the Nazarene. The secret church shopper survey
was competed by a minimum of five men and women selected from the metropolitan
area. They were chosen from outside the Houston First and Columbia Grace church
families.
Research question two was addressed by the posttest application of the three
survey tools at both Houston First and Grace. The desired outcome of this process was to
discover what level of excellence exists at Houston First Church of the Nazarene and to
discover those areas that need the most attention to make Houston First a five star church.
These findings should not only benefit Houston First Church of the Nazarene but also
other churches who share similar characteristics in congregational makeup. Research
question three was addressed by an overall review of the findings that evaluates the
effectiveness of the training treatment application.
The process was to administer the church evaluation survey to members and
regular attenders .at both Houston and Grace. At the same time leaders at both sites
completed the Rate Your Church Survey, while secret church shoppers visited the
churches and completed their surveys. Following that initial survey period, Houston First
conducted the Five Star training session for those involved in organized ministry. After a
.

three-month period of waiting and application, the three surveys were administered again
at both sites, and the results were evaluated and compared.
Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this comparison group study was to measure the effect of the
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- teaching and training of the principles of excellence outlined in The Five Star Church by
Stan Toler and Alan Nelson on the ministry of Houston First Church of the Nazarene in
Houston, Texas, and also Grace Church of the Nazarene in Columbia, Tennessee.

Research Questions

•

The following questions were addressed in this study.
•

Research Question #1
What are the current levels of five star qualities and attitudes concerning the
various ministries and functions of these churches as perceived by key internal
stakeholder groups (members, lay leaders, pastors/staff)?

Research Question #2
What changes in five star qualities and attitudes have occurred as a result of five
star training as perceived by both the internal and external stakeholders?

Research Question #3
What is the quality of the treatment based on overall review of this study at the
church receiving the five star training?

Nature of Study
The nature of this study was quasi-experimental. The research used infOImation
from groups already naturally formed or specifically selected for the purpose of the study.
This project included a pretest, treatment, and posttest. These tools were applied in two
.

different local church situations, Houston First Church of the Nazarene, Houston, Texas,
and Grace Church ofthe Nazarene, Columbia, Tennessee.
Quasi-experimental research involved the use of intact groups, in this case,
Houston First and Grace church constituents. This kind of research can yield valuable
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results, but one has to be cautious about generalizing. A necessity in this kind of research
is the awareness of the possibility of bias because of the lack of randomness (Wiersma
l39-40). The design of this study was an "A-B" design where the experimental treatment,
•

the Five Star Training Seminar, is applied only once. This can lead to weak results
because the conditions are changed only once (153). One must recognize the possible
weaknesses and limitations and be careful to acknowledge them in the findings. The use
of the pretest helped in this matter, but did not address the shortcomings by itself. The
general findings were informed by this understanding.
This particular study contained a confounding factor. That factor was the
SUbjective perception of quality. Quality standards vary from person to person and
organization to organization. The emphasis in this study was on the perceived level of
quality declared by the participating stakeholders of the two church congregations.

Instrumentation and Population Sample
I used three previously designed instruments for evaluation of quality in this
study. Each of these was chosen to obtain the most pertinent infonnation from three
separate groups related to both congregations. The first was the Church Evaluation
Survey (see Appendix A). The questionnaire utilized a Likert ordinal scale to describe the
participants' reflections of various ministries and functions in the local church. Headings
for the categories ofthe survey were adapted to reflect more accurately the Houston First
.

and Grace situations. The popUlation sample for this survey was a randomly selected
group of thirty members from each church's membership roster in attendance on 8
October 2000. This instrument seemed well suited to measure the quality as perceived by
highly involved persons in each church.
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The second instrument employed in this study was a "Rate Your Church" survey
developed by Toler and Nelson in The Five Star Church (94-95). This instrument also
used a Likert scale to measure how well a church is doing in matters crucial to quality
management in a local church. It was chosen because it dealt,more specifically with
issues that arise or spring from the leadership base ofthe congregation. The teIm "five
star church" was exchanged for "Houston First Church" and "Grace Church" for the
obvious reason of specificity. The popUlation for this survey was the elected lay
leadership and paid office and pastoral staff at each church. This amounted to seventeen
persons at Houston First and eighteen at Grace.
The third instrument used was an adapted fonn of "The Secret Church Shopper"
Survey also formulated in The Five Star Church by Toler and Nelson (227-30). The
authors, to better fit each church's situation, suggested the adaptations of categories. This
survey was chosen because of its design for participants from outside the congregation.
These participants were chosen by the pastors of Grace and Houston First to help each
church gain a perspective on their quality from someone other than "family." Five secret
church shoppers were chosen from each community.
Each of the instruments was accompanied by a cover letter. This letter introduced
the purpose of the survey and gave instructions for collection. Also included was a
section for baseline data: gender, age groups, marital status, number in household, and
education completed.
Data Collection

The following steps comprised the procedures for distribution of the data from the
surveys. These steps were followed closely to ensure accuracy for the study and privacy
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for the participants.
First, the Congregational Satisfaction Questionnaires and Rate Your Church
•

Surveys were distributed and collected at each church on Sundays in December 2000 .
Phone contacts were made to the lay leadership and staff to ensure full participation.
Those who were to be out of town were delivered a copy of the survey. They were
returned to the church offices by the last Sunday in December 2000.
Second, secret church shopper participants were recruited from a list given by the
senior pastors of Houston First and Grace. They agreed to make their first visits in
December 2000 and turn in their surveys by the following Sunday to allow time for guest
follow-up by the churches.
Third, the data was collected and entered into an Excel spreadsheet for evaluation
and reporting purposes. Finally, all of these steps were to be repeated beginning in March
2001 for the posttest application following a three-month period of application of the
Five Star Church training.

Implementation of Training
Five Star training sessions were conducted at Houston First Church of the
Nazarene on 14 January 2001. This training event was preceded by the distribution and
collection of pretest surveys. The sessions were conducted with three hours of teaching
that included the communication of all fourteen principles of quality management for
.

churches as stated by Toler and Nelson in The Five Star Church (35-66). I led the
sessions at Houston First. The training participants included the lay leadership and
pastoral staff from the church as well as a large contingency of church members and
workers. Attendance of participants was recorded. The training was completed in January
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2001 to allow for a three-month period of application to the various ministries and
functions of the churches. The training did not include any specific organized changes in
leadership or ministry structure at either church; however, Houston First had just begun
their journey with a new senior pastor.

Additional Data
.

Additional data was collected through written responses from the secret church
shoppers. This infonnation provided further helpful insight to the raw surveys.

Variables
The variables that affected the outcome of this quasi-experimental study should
be mentioned. The confounding variables of those taking the survey were the gender, age
group, educational background, and marital status of each individual. In addition, the
subcultural context of the two churches, such as small town versus metropolitan, slightly
varying worship styles, pastoral leadership methods, differences in facilities, financial
resources, and average attendance, were considered. An important consideration at
Houston First was the arrival of a new pastor and the vacancy of two staff positions in
January 2001. The independent variable in the experiment was the training element used.
The dependent variable was the subjective perception of those surveyed .

•
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS

This chapter reports the findings of the pretest and posttest research portions of
this project. A profile of the responses recorded from the three surveys are discussed in
detail. The reliability of each of these survey instruments are examined. Descriptive data
.

includes the implementation of training at Houston First Church of the Nazarene. The
thorough review of survey findings delineated by the major categories of the instruments
also includes comparisons between the treatment group, Houston First, and the null
group, Columbia Grace.
Church Evaluation Survey

The pre- and posttest survey questionnaires were distributed to Sunday morning
.

Bible study attendees from ninth grade through senior adults and made available to
morning worship attendees not attending Bible study at Houston First. In the pretest
response in December, 124 surveys were completed and received, representing 63
percent of the average youth and adult Bible study attendance and 43 percent of the
morning worship attendance for those age groups. A cover letter from the pastor was
used to describe the purpose of the survey. The posttest response in March included 115
surveys returned, which is 58 percent of the youth and adult Bible study attendance and
41 percent of the morning worship attendance for the same groups. A review of the
.

responses showed that seventy-nine percent of the posttest respondents had completed the
pretest.
At Columbia Grace a church mailing list was provided for distributing the surveys
to the congregation. A letter composed by the pastor was included describing the purpose
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of the questionnaire. In the pretest response in December, 166 surveys were completed
and received, representing 97 percent of the average youth and adult Bible study
attendance and 43 percent of the morning worship attendance for those age groups. The
posttest response in March was similar with 173 completed surveys, representing 101
percent of the average youth and adult Bible study attendance and 45 percent ofthe
morning worship attendance for those age groups. A review of the responses showed that
eighty-two percent of the posttest respondents had completed the pretest. Only those

-

completing both the pre- and posttest provided the valid data for the research.

Table 3. Member Survey Responses

.

Member Survey
Responses

Columbia Grace
Total

Pretest Response
Youth!Adult Bible
Study
Morning Worship

166

Posttest Response
Youth!Adult Bible
Study
Morning Worship
Completed Pretest

173

%

Houston First
Total

0/0

124
97

63

43

43
115

101

58

45
82

41
79

Rate Your Church Survey
The Rate Your Church Survey, designed for church leaders, was used because of
•

its relationship to the Five Star Church training material and was completed in both the
pre- and posttest applications by members ofthe administrative board and full-time staff
at Houston First. The surveys were distributed to the board and full-time staff members

Johnson
on an individual basis in December and March. The total number of respondents was
thirteen in both the pre- and posttest.
The pastor of Columbia Grace distributed the Rate Your Church Survey to his

church board and full-time staff members at regularly scheduled monthly board meetings
in December and March. A statement was made describing the purpose of the
questionnaire, and members were asked to participate. Twelve members responded to the
survey for both the pre- and posttest.

The Secret Church Shopper Survey
The Secret Church Shopper Survey was also included in the study because of its
connection to the Five Star Church material. In each church five people who do not
regularly attend Bible study or worship were asked to attend and complete the
questionnaire. The secret shoppers were instructed to respond only to the sections of the
survey, which applied to their experience at the particular church. In each setting all five
people asked to participate agreed and responded to the questionnaire.

Reliability
The Church Evaluation Survey (see Appendix A) was a researcher-designed
questionnaire. Respondents rated each questionnaire item on a five-point Likert scale.
The survey examines seven categories regarding church life and ministry. The categories
consisted of worship services, church family, church leaders, special programs and
•

activities, Christian education for children, Bible study for adults, and church facilities.
Negatively worded items were reverse scored to correspond with positively worded items
in the appropriate scale. This instrument was found in Measures of Religiosity, a
collection of scales of study for institutional religion (Hill and Hood) .

•
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The Rate Your Church and Secret Church Shopper Surveys (see Appendixes B
and C) were found in The Five Star Church, which was the work that spawned the
training treatment for this project. The Rate Your Church categories included
communication, willingness to change, development of goals, strategic planning, and
ministry involvement. The Secret Church Shopper Survey categories were facilities,
hospitality, nursery, children, youth, worship service, restrooms, visual image package,
follow-up, and miscellaneous. Each survey used a Likert scale to record the responses of
participants. The items were all worded positively.

Description of Training Application
This study called for a treatment of training to be used at Houston First and not at
Columbia Grace. On 14 January 2001, I conducted the Five Star Church Workshop with
seventy-one lay ministers and church leaders in attendance. The three-hour seminar
contained material developed by Dr. Stan Toler, coauthor of The Five Star Church. The
I

presentation included the fourteen principles of qualities for churches inspired by Edward
Deming's fourteen principles of Total Quality Management. The content challenged
those present to consider the level of excellence in every area of ministry at Houston
First. The event included good audience participation and interaction in a relaxed but
structured environment. Helpful insight and new ideas were gained in the use of video
clips from recent motion pictures that illustrated several of the principles being taught.
.

The overall response was positive, and the need for additional training was expressed.

Church Evaluation Survey Findings
In this comparison study, the Church Evaluation Survey served as the primary
instrument used to discover infOImation regarding the life and ministry of each church as
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perceived by the largest group of internal stakeholders. These stakeholders were the
regular attendees of Bible study and morning worship ranging from the ninth grade to
•

senior adults .
The data received from the Church Evaluation Surveys revealed some distinct
differences between the treatment group and the null group. Columbia Grace served as
.

the null group and showed a slight decline in each ofthe eight categories as seen in
Figure 1. In the initial survey on a five-point Likert scale, the lowest rated category
received a 4.33 and the highest a score of 4.71. On the final the lowest rating given to any
category was a 4.21 while the highest was a 4.61.
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Figure 1. Columbia Grace Church Evaluation Survey

While Columbia Grace, the null group, experienced a slight decline in all eight

I

f
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categories, Houston First, the treatment group, showed a slight increase in seven of the
eight (see Figure 2). In the initial survey, the lowest rating received for any item was a
•

4.02 while the highest received was 4.32. In the final survey, two categories shared the

•

•

lowest rating of 4.15 while the highest scored a 4.44.

•

Reasons for this overall decline at Columbia Grace were considered. No clearly
.

identifiable factor appeared that led to the downward turn in ratings. One prominent
speculation is this was the first time the congregation and its leaders had been involved in
any type of survey relating to their own situation. The result may have been a much more
careful and critical outlook the second time around. Their growth and success in recent
years may have been something they took for granted, and the survey put them under the
•

proverbial microscope. Whatever the reason, negative bias was evident in the second
survey scores.
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Table 4. Church Evaluation Survey Comparison
Member Survey
.

Columbia Grace
Initial
Final

Chan~e

•

•

. 0/0

Houston First
Initial
Final

Worship Services
Church Family
Church Leaders
Special Programs
Children Education
Adult Bible Study
Facilities
Totals

4.71
4.33
4.47
4.41
4.51
4.54
4.45
4.49

4.61
4.23
4.29
4.30
4.44
4.46
4.21
4.36

-2.12
-2.38
-4.02
.
-2.62
-1.64
-1.70
-5.33
-2.82

0/0
Chan~e

4.27
. 4.02
4.19
4.07
4.25
4.21
4.32
4.19

4.44
4.15
4.27
4.15
4.27
4.35
4.27
4.27

3.82
3.32
1.98
1.90
0.31
3.11
-1.22
1.87

In the initial survey, the null group, Columbia Grace, accumulated an average
score of 4.49 for all categories on a five-point Likert scale (see Table 4). The final survey
revealed an overall rating of 4.36. The difference shows a decrease of 2.82 percent.
The treatment group, Houston First, received an average overall rating of 4.19 on
the initial survey. The final survey showed a score of 4.27. This difference allowed
Houston First to report an increase of 1.87 percent.
In this section each of the categories considered in the Church Evaluation Survey
•

are examined and the differences between the pre- and posttest in the treatment group as
well as the null group are compared.

Worship Services
Respondents were asked to evaluate their weekly worship services in positive
categories such as interesting, inspiring, and useful in daily life. They were also asked to
consider negative aspects such as confusing and dull. Both Houston First and Columbia
Grace have congregations that feel good about their worship services. In both the initial
•

and final surveys, worship services received the highest rating at Columbia Grace.
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However, a slight decrease of2.12 percent was revealed in the second survey. Houston
First surveys showed an increase of3.82 percent in measuring attitudes toward their
worship experience. This category moved from second to first place in ratings when
comparing the first survey to the second. The increase at Houston First could be
attributed to the changes made in the worship service as the result of having a senior
pastor in place compared with several months of various speakers. An additional factor
could be that a new worship leader was placed in the early morning service.

Church Family
In the Church Family portion of the survey, participants were asked to consider

the majority of people they knew in their church family. They responded to terms such as
supportive, dedicated, prejudiced, and complaining as they related to their overall
experience with people in their congregation. The initial survey showed both churches
rating this aspect oftheir church as the lowest. At Columbia Grace, "church family" did
move up one place in ranking in the second survey. Yet, it still showed a decrease of2.38
percent. Houston First's final survey showed an increase of3.32 percent in this category,
but it did not advance in overall ranking.

Church Leaders
The respondents were instructed to think about the elected or appointed leaders of
their church without including the pastor. Issues such as receptivity to new ideas,
.

creativity, dedication, and sensitivity to members' needs were considered in this
evaluation. Both churches gave it a ranking of five out of eight on the first survey. On the
second survey, Columbia Grace showed a decrease of 4.02 percent dropping it to sixth
place in overall ranking. Houston First only showed a slight increase of 1.98 percent.
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Special Programs and Activities
When asked to think about special programs and activities at their church, such as
social events, fund-raising activities, helping the needy and musical concerts, respondents
from both churches gave this category a relatively low rating-in comparison with the
other categories in both the initial and final surveys. However, each congregation
.

positively described these special events as interesting and well run with a rating above
four on the five-point Likert scale.

Christian Education for Children
In considering issues related to religious education and training of children, such
as qualified teachers, organization, behavior, and meaningfulness, the participants of both
churches felt good about this area of ministry. Columbia Grace scored at 4.51 in the
initial survey and 4.44 in the final. Houston First rated at 4.25 in the initial and edged to
4.27 in the second. Children's education ranked third in both surveys at both churches.
Further study did reveal that this category was not responded to by approximately 10
percent of the participants.
A possible explanation for the slight increase at Houston First is worth
consideration here. The full-time children's pastor had left for ministry in another state,
but the new pastor met with parents and workers who seemed to rally around the cause
and step up their efforts during the application period.

Bible Study for Adults
The participants considered the quality of teaching, organization, daily usefulness,
and weakness of adult Bible study in their church. Houston First showed a fairly
significant increase in the second survey of 3.11 percent moving the category from fourth

,

•

I

I,

i
,i '
I
•

Johnson
to second in ranking. Even with a slight decrease from 4.54 to 4.46, Columbia Grace
maintained a ranking of second. Participants at both churches did not respond to this
category by nearly 10 percent. This lower response revealed a potential target for both
churches in getting more adults into Bible studies.

I

•

Church Facilities
.

The interesting point regarding church facilities is that Columbia Grace scored a
low rating and Houston First scored a high rating when compared to the other categories.
While Houston First sits in a prime location in a relatively new, spacious, and very
attractive facility, Columbia Grace is presently meeting in a gymnasium and going
through a building addition because of an urgent need for space. The differences in the
rankings of this category would be easily understood if one visited each facility. This one
was the only category in which Houston First showed a decrease, 4.32 to 4.27, dropping
Facilities from the highest spot in the initial survey. Columbia Grace rated its largest
decrease of 5.33 percent, moving Facilities form sixth to eighth in overall ranking.
This decline for Columbia Grace could be attributed to continued growth and the
need for more space. Also, the effect of the survey may have caused the people to look at
their facilities with a more critical eye. The result could be viewed as clear call for
improvement.

Comparison of Change
In comparing the treatment group, Houston First, and the null group, Columbia
Grace, the following figure demonstrates the change that occurred between the first and
second surveys. Houston First scored higher in all but one category while Columbia
Grace showed slight decreases in each of the eight areas (see Figure 3) .
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Figure 3. Church Evaluation Survey Comparison
•

Rate Your Church Survey Findings
An additional survey was conducted to examine crucial issues regarding church

life and ministry coming from a much different perspective than the Church Evaluation
Survey completed by a broader sample of the congregations. At both Houston First and
Columbia Grace, elected church leaders and pastoral staffs were asked to complete the
Rate Your Church Survey taken from The Five Star Church by Toler and Nelson. The
following table reveals the findings of the comparison between the initial and final survey
of each church.
•
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Figure 4. Rate Your Church Survey Comparison

The categories of the Rate Your Church Survey differ in content and style from
the Church Evaluation Survey. Also the respondents, elected church leaders and pastoral
staff, reflect a differing perspective from the average church attendee. Both the null
group, Columbia Grace, and the treatment group, Houston First, showed a drop in overall
ratings on the final survey. Grace Church decreased in rating in every area but one. The
findings for Houston First revealed a stark contrast to those from the Church Evaluation
Survey results. The leaders and staff rated their church lower in all categories save one.
Only in caring for needs of church family was an increase revealed. The raw score
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average totals for Columbia Grace went from 3.59 on a five-point Likert scale to 3.44, a
negative change of 4.30 percent. Houston First declined from 3.84 to 3.71 on average, a
negative change of3.30 percent.

Communication

•

•

Under consideration was the communication of vision for the local church. The
respondents were asked about their church's use of a guiding vision statement and how it
was communicated to the constituency. Columbia Grace received a score of3.08 on the
initial survey and 3.02 on the second, a slight decrease of 1.97 percent. Houston First fell
from 4.28 to 4.14, declining 3.13 percent.

Willingness to Change
The church leaders and staffwere asked to consider the "changeability" of their
church. They rated their church on openness to change, clinging to ineffective ministries,
strapping traditions, organizational flexibility, and forward or backward thinking.
Columbia Grace decreased in average rating from 4.22 to 4.02 for downward change of
4.74 percent. Houston First also dropped but only by 0.73 percent, scoring 4.23 initially
and 4.20 on the final survey.

Development of Goals
Another category addressed the subject of goals. The participants considered
written goals, the annual review of goals, whether or not they as leaders understood the
.

goals, and whether or not those goals were measurable and realistic. In this area, Houston
First's stakeholder response showed the greatest decrease between surveys. The score
declined from 3.86 to 3.51, a negative change of8.99 percent. In contrast, Columbia
Grace showed its only increase in the Rate Your Church Survey, moving from 3.07 to

•
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3.24, for a significant increase of 5.58 percent.

Strategic Planning
In one section of the questionnaire, the staff and leaders were asked to think about
•

the strategic action plan of their church. They then rated that strategy on how it was
working to reach people, assimilate them into the church family, lead to spiritual growth,
develop leaders, and match the resources of their local church. Once again both groups
dropped in ratings. Columbia Grace went from an initial 3.93 to 3.72, decreasing by 5.51
•

percent. Houston First's response revealed another significant decline of 3.72 to 3.40.
This result was the second largest negative difference of 8.68 percent.

Lay Ministry
The fourth portion of the Rate Your Church Survey called for the participants to
evaluate their church in telms of how it challenged its member to minister. They
considered issues such as the understanding and use of spiritual gifts, whether or not the
members saw themselves as lay ministers, how the church was doing at helping people
find a place of ministry, the empowering and equipping oflaity for ministry, and the role
pastor and staff played in that equipping. The numbers for Houston First revealed another
drop in ratings. The initial score was 3.52 and was followed by a 3.37, a mid-size
decrease of 4.30 percentage points. In comparison Columbia Grace's results showed their
greatest decline. The rating fell from an initial 3.64 to 3.28, a relatively large drop of
9.71percent.

Caring for Needs
The last category of this questionnaire asked the elected leaders and staff to
consider the effectiveness level existing in their church in caring for the needs of people .

•
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They measured the extent to which laypersons were trained to do pastoral care and
functioned as primary caregivers. Also evaluated were members lmowing where to turn
when in need, the ease of relationship building within the church body, and the
participation in small groups. Interestingly this category was the sole one that saw an
increase in rating for Houston First in the final survey. They moved up from 3.42 to 3.64
in average score, a 6.66 percent increase over the initial score. Once again Columbia saw
its rating fall. The drop from 3.6 to 3.33 was the second largest decline, a negative change
of7.41 percent.
The downward trend in scores deserves consideration. These surveys were the
first of their kind ever to be used at Columbia Grace. The period between the pre- and
posttests may have developed a more critical or evaluative outlook. Those who were
leaders may have gained a heightened sense of the need for continual improvement to
maintain the level of growth that the church had been experiencing.
At Houston First the leaders had a few weeks to process the change of pastoral
leadership between the first and second rounds of surveys. A new pastor with a different
personality and leadership style came in with a desire to take some time to assess the
situation. The lay leaders may have felt that little structural planning was currently in
place to address the deficiencies perceived in the various ministry areas of the church.

The Secret Church Shopper Survey Findings
.

The nature of the Secret Church Shopper Survey, also taken from The Five Star
Church by Toler and Nelson, was more subjective. Five persons who did not regularly
attend either church were asked to visit Sunday services. They came from a variety of
religious, church, and cultural backgrounds. Those who participated at Houston First
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were called and thanked for their participation and asked to respond to various questions
based on their written responses. All ofthe shoppers were asked to rate the church they
visited on their experience of the categories of the survey that applied to them. Most of
the surveys had one or more of the categories that did not apply to the participants'
•

expenences.
At both sites very little change was reflected in the Secret Church Shopper
Surveys. The surveys showed only minuscule differences in ratings. Each church seemed
to make an overall positive impression on these guests. The scores averaged well above
four on a five-point scale in all areas except for the facilities at Columbia Grace.

Facilities
Both churches received consistently good scores in the area of facilities. The
shoppers were asked to give their impression of the following: parking, finding the main
entrance, landscaping, finding the church itself, exterior and interior signage, and the
outside appearance of the buildings. In a separate but related category, shoppers were
asked to rate their impression of the restrooms based on signage, lighting, decor, aroma,
and cleanliness. Houston First received very high marks in all surveys with some call for
attention to signage and landscaping. Columbia Grace was in the process of remodeling
their worship center and adding space for offices and Bible study classes. The
construction and space limitations were a factor in the ratings received.

Hospitality
For hospitality, the secret shoppers considered the reception they received on a
personal basis. They rated their experience of how they were greeted and the infOImation
and helpfulness they were given concerning directions and church infonnation. The

•
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perception of the guests at Columbia Grace was one that affilmed that the congregation
was well represented by greeters. They improved slightly on the final survey. With one
exception Houston First gave a very positive impression in this area. Personal responses
beyond the survey scoring described the congregation as wann and friendly and
refreshingly diverse. One shopper described the greeting they received as 'just right."

Nursery
Only two of the five shoppers at Houston First had experience with the nursery.
Each of them rated their experience as a good one. They were asked to evaluate
signage/directions, cleanliness, staff and facility appearance and adequacy, and security.
The only issue that was regarded as needing some attention was signage/directions.
Columbia received no response from any of their shoppers regarding the quality of the
nursery.

Children's
The shopper's survey called for an evaluation of the children's department based
on their experience. The first question concerned the encounter with the teacher and the
greeting received by the child. Also considered were impressions of equipment,
decorations, take-home materials, checking in and out, and follow-up. Unfortunately,
Columbia Grace did not have any feedback in this category.
Houston First only had one respondent who gave very positive feedback
.

regarding a child's experience in all related matters. This finding was interesting
considering that particular shopper's impressions on other categories was the only one
that tended toward the negative .

•
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Youth
None of the shoppers at either location had any experience with the classes for
youth. This lack of participation, as well as the minor response for nursery and children's
programming, reflects a possible weakness in the study.

•
•

Worship Services
The largest section of the Secret Church Shopper Survey was devoted to the
shoppers' experiences of the worship services they attended. They were to respond
regarding their impression of the physical surroundings, such as auditorium appearance,
seating, sound quality, and viewing of the overhead screen if applicable. Other areas for
evaluation were related to more subjective matters such as music balance, service order,
friendliness, theme of the service, flow of worship, and relevance. The selmon or
message was rated in several categories on its own: length, clarity, interest, relevance,
notes, pastoral perceptions, and content.
The secret shoppers at Columbia Grace gave virtually equal high marks in both
the initial and final surveys. Worship services were viewed as a strength.
Houston First received very high marks from the shoppers for their worship services from
four of the five. They rated every aspect strong to very strong. Their personal verbal
responses included descriptions that called the experience refreshing and genuine with a
warm atmosphere. They did point out some details in these interviews such as the need
.

for easier access to hymnals and Bibles. One shopper who attended the more
contemporary service openly admitted not enjoying that style, and it affected their
perception heavily. This person was the one exception who rated the worship experience
much lower, particularly in matters related to music and content.

•

•
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Visual Image Package
The questionnaire also gave the shoppers the responsibility of rating the church on
what it presented in a visual or printed manner. Materials and symbols such as worship
•

folders or bulletins, newsletters, brochures, cards, logos, and signs were considered as
were impressions ofinfonnation availability. Houston First received high remarks in each
of the surveys with some additional responses stating that the participants came from a
tradition that used a worship folder more as guide for the service as opposed to primarily
a church-life infOImation piece. They were interested in seeing the names of those
participating in worship leading. At Columbia Grace the visual presentations were given
solid ratings though not outstanding.

Table 5. Secret Church Shopper Survey Scores
Church Sho [lper
Facilities
los [llta lty
Nursery
Children's
Youth
Worsh: p Service
~e/Sermon
•

,

I
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Rest Rooms
Visual Ima ~e P~
Fu iow-u)
Misc. Possibilities
Totals

Columbia Grace
Initial
Final
%C~
-1.34
4.26
4.2
4.12
4.3875
6.46

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

4.44
4.55
4.52
4.31
4.71
4.62
4.53

4.466667
4.615385
4.56
4.355556
4.643333
4.494444
4.52

0.54
l.35
0.88
1.03
-1.42
-2.75
-0.09

Houston First
Initial
Final
4.71
4.75
4.41
4.43
4.31
4.32
4.55
4.51
4.75
4.75
. 4.77
4.72
4.52
4.53
4.9
4.86
4.2998
4.313
4
4.1
3.75
3.76
4.36
4.39

% Chaofie
0.85
0.46
0.17
-0.78
0.00
l.13
0.24
-0.82
(1.31
2.50
0.27
0.56
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Weighted Scale Comparison
A definite bias to the scores from Columbia appeared when without a definitive
.

reason for them to be biased in any direction. Bias refers to a shift in the mean or average
score or, in relation to accuracy, a consistent offset in the same direction. This study was
a test case, and the reason for doing a pretest and posttest was to see the effect of the
same survey being given at the same time interval. A correction was applied to the scores
to compensate for this bias. The process was to take the mean of the averages from each
.

category; Mean2 (average score from second survey) was then subtracted from Meanl
(average score from first survey). The difference was then divided by two. This number
was then subtracted from the first survey and added to the second survey for each
category. The same number was subtracted from each category of the first Houston
survey and added to the second Houston survey. This discovery gives a much clearer
picture ofthe impact of the training done because evidence gave no clear reason for the
change in scores of the control group (Columbia Grace) other than seeing the same set of
questions twice. Nonnalizing data in such manner is a common statistical exercise. The
value of doing the surveys twice was solely to have basis of comparison between the
treatment and control groups. The nOlmalized data is a change compared to change in the
treatment group. This process was not done to justify the findings but to try and
understand the infonnation as completely as possible. Table 6 is a depiction of the
.

Church Evaluation Survey showing the total combined average of all categories at
Columbia Grace with no change and an increase of 4.96 percent at Houston First.

•
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Table 6. Church Evaluation Survey Weighted Scores
Member Survey

Columbia Grace
Initial Final
0/0
C lange
Worship Services
4.65 4.67
0.58
Church Family
4.27 4.29
0.54
Church Leaders
4.41 4.35
-1.21
Special Programs
4.35 4.36
0.26
Children Education 4.45 4.50
1.19
Adult Bible Study
4.47 4.52
1.11
Facilities
4.39 4.28
-2.52
Totals
4.43 4.43
0.00

.

Houston First
Initial Final
0/0
Chan~

4.21
3.96
4.13
4.01
4.19
4.15
4.26
4.13

4.50
.
4.22
4.34
4.22
4.33
4.41
4.33
4.33

6.89
6.57
5.08
5.09
3.34
6.21
1.73
4.96

•

0/0
of Total
20.21
18.13
14.61
14.22
9.743
17.95
5.137
100.00

With the same theory applied to the Rate Your Church Survey completed by the
church leaders and staff, Table 7 shows a greater difference of change.

Table 7. Rate Your Church Survey Weighted Scores
Leader Survey

•

Communication
Changeability
Develops Goals
Strategic Plan
Members to
Ministry
Cares for Needs
Totals

Columbia Grace
Initial
Final
3.01
4.14
2.99
3.86
3.56
3.52
3.51
3.51

3.10
4.09
3.32
3.79
3.36
3.41
3.51
3.51

0/0
Changt::
3.12
-1.10
10.89
-1.62
-5.58
-3.19
0.00
0.00

Houston First
Initial
Final

%
Chan~

4.20
4.15
3.78
3.65
3.45
3.34
3.76
3.76

4.22
4.28
3.59 .

•

3.48
3.45

0.48
2.97
-5.10
-4.63
0.08

3.72
3.79
3.79

11.44
0.74
0.74
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Quality of Treatment
This training event was just a place to start. That sentiment could certainly apply
when measuring the quality of the Five Star Seminar at Houston First. Many of those
involved in the ministry of the church who attended responded positively to the content
and the call for excellence. They were particularly drawn to focus on the needs of
outsiders and the emphasis on examining and evaluating performance in customer
service. The references and comparisons of the church to the corporate and commercial
worlds connected them to the real world and awakened them to weaknesses in the quality
of service and ministry in the church.
An additional strength of the seminar was the call to clarify and put legs to the

mission and the priorities of reaching and caring for real people who come through the
doors of the church seeking a place to belong. Furthermore, the Five Star content
reminded them that these people are used to a world that is competing for their time,
money, and attention. This competition pushes companies to offer their best. The Five
Star training event was the first step in the process of pushing Houston First Church of
the Nazarene to a higher level of quality in ministry. The treatment was considered
positive but only the beginning. As one lady remarked, "We need to do this again." I
responded by asking if she meant this particular seminar. Her reply was that we needed
training and evaluation in many areas. Several committed and involved lay ministers who
"

attended echoed this sentiment. They saw the need for more evaluation and training in
their area of ministry. The result was the scheduling of various training events for
ministries and volunteers at Houston First. Those training events were for the following:
(1) ushers and greeters, (2) nursery workers, (3) administrative board members, (4) youth

"

•
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workers, and (5) Bible study and Sunday school teachers.
Another indicator of the positive effectiveness of the treatment was the immediate
response of many attending regarding improvements and repairs needed on the physical
facilities of the church. The building and properties overseer soon found himself with a
list of items that needed attention. A volunteer work day was quickly put on the schedule
to address several of the minor, cosmetic concerns, and the administrative board of the
church was faced with the larger more extensive issues required to raise the quality of the
facilities for practical function and aesthetic appearance.
The seminar also proved to be effective in calling attention to the spiritual
significance of doing the best in ministry efforts as well as improving the facilities
formally and ceremonially dedicated to God only a few years prior. Those present
discussed how often parishioners take their church and its ministry for granted or give
less than our best. One participant shared a story heard about a woman at Thanksgiving
time. The woman called the Butterball Turkey question and answer line given on the
label of a turkey rediscovered in her freezer. She asked the answering representative if a
turkey that had been in the freezer for three years was still good for cooking. The
Butterball representative responded by saying they only recommend up to eleven months.
The woman quickly stated, "That's what I thought. I'll just give it to my church." The
story brought laughter but also recognition of how we may be content with offering ·
leftovers to God. The consensus following the meeting was that the Five Star training
was a good starting place for much more that needed to happen to raise the standard and
delivery of quality at Houston First.
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Summary
The Church Evaluation Survey was distributed to regular youth and adult
attendees at Columbia Grace Church ofthe Nazarene and Houston First Church of the
,

Nazarene in December 2000 and redistributed in March 2001; Houston First received the
training treatment on 14 January 2001. The null group, Columbia Grace, received lower
scores in all but one category in the second survey. The treatment group, Houston First,
received higher quality marks in all but one category in the final survey.
The Rate Your Church Survey questionnaire was given to elected church leaders
and ministry staff at both churches in the same time period. Both groups were given
decreased overall ratings in the second survey for the areas covered in the questionnaire.
Five guests at each site completed the Secret Church Shopper Survey. The results
revealed that each church made a high quality impression on these guests, but with very
little change from the first to second visit.

Point of Interest
In the movie, Sister Act, starring Whoopi Goldberg as lounge singer turned nun,

an incredible change in the culture of the convent and church takes place. An excerpt of
this film was used in the Five Star training session that sparked a significant amount of
dialogue during the session and in the weeks that followed. The Hollywood production
presents a church that is transfOImed in spirit and perfoImance resulting in transfOImation
.

in the community surrounding it. This visual image captivated the attention of those in
attendance. It spawned verbal and written comments suggesting improvements in certain
areas from facilities to printed pieces to the regular guests at worship services. This
illustrates the importance of continually casting a vision of what the church can be like

,-
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when it responds with enthusiasm and commitment to being at our best. If only that
would have translated into a strong turnout for the annual church "Spring Cleaning"
coinciding with the posttest round of surveys at Houston First.
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this project was to measure the effect of the teaching and
•

training of the principles of excellence outlined in the Five Star Church by Toler and
Nelson on the ministry Houston First Church of the Nazarene and compare the results to
Columbia Grace Church of the Nazarene, which did not receive the teaching and training.
A literature review was done studying excellence in ministry and leadership in the church
and also in the marketplace, particularly relating to Total Quality Management spawned
by W. Edwards Deming. A study was done using pretest and posttest surveys at both
local churches, with a single treatment of training held with leaders and ministry
volunteers at Houston First following the pretest. The purpose was to discover what
changes might occur in the perceptions of both internal and external stakeholders. The
infonnation that follows reveals the significant findings of this study.
Major Findings
The review of literature in Chapter 2 revealed several important factors regarding
excellence in church ministry and in the marketplace. The review looked at the key
factors that relate to training, tools, and techniques and their implementation effect on the
quality of service in the organization. The research revealed the importance of
understanding the demand for excellence by those churches seek to serve, the crucial
•

aspect of leadership, overcoming barriers to quality, and defining and developing a
culture of excellence. Those areas are discussed in more detail in the review of literature.
The project involved the use of three different research instruments at the two
churches. One was used among regular attendees, a second among church staff and

•
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elected leaders, and a third among guests designated as secret church shoppers. Houston
First's leadership and ministry force went through the Five Star training developed by
Stan Toler following the first round of surveys. Columbia Grace did not receive the
training. In the findings of the Church Evaluation Survey given to regular attendees,
Houston First increased in seven of eight quality areas, while Columbia Grace showed a
slight decline in all eight areas. However, the difference in raw scores was not drastic in
either case.
The Rate Your Church Survey taken by church staff and elected leaders revealed
a percentage decline in most categories for both groups. The content of this survey was
more focused on defining and communicating direction and effectiveness in the big
picture as perceived by this smaller group of key stakeholders. Again the raw score
-.

differences were not drastic. The Secret Church Shopper Surveys completed by guests
from outside the congregation revealed virtually no change in either case. Their responses
.

were very positive in both instances revealing the high quality impression made by both
churches, but also perhaps a lack of objectivity to be discussed later. Overall, the process
of the pre- and posttests, the Five Star training at Houston First, and the comparison of
results between the two churches do reveal some valuable findings for those interested in
developing excellence in the ministry of the local church.

Training Makes a Difference
The results of the Church Evaluation Survey reveal that the Five Star training
treatment made a positive difference at Houston First. The raw scores point to this
finding, and taking into account the weighted table, the impact is even greater. In every
category that related to the actual ministry of people to people, Houston First increased
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on rating in the second survey. This result leads to the conclusion that in some manner
the level of effectiveness and customer care was raised in that time as perceived by those
who regularly attend worship and ministry activities. The Five Star training seemed to be
•

effective at raising the bar of excellence at Houston First, at least for that period. The
three to four hours spent emphasizing excellence with.seventy persons involved in
.

ministry must have lifted the quality quotient enough to make a difference. The notion
that trained members are more effective was definitely reinforced by these findings.
However, the training alone in all probability did not account for all of the
increases. The factor that the church had gone for several months without the leadership
of a senior pastor and then welcomed one at the time of the training event must be
considered. If nothing else such an occurrence would tend to raise morale and momentum
and likely the perception of the survey participants.
The treatment made a real difference but the statistics show that the difference
was not overwhelming. The scores did reveal increases for Houston First and decreases
for Colombia Grace, but the increases were stair steps, not blazing comets. The decreases
were dips not dives off the quality cliff. Certainly this seminar was not the training event
to end all others. A conclusion to be addressed more at a later time.

Survey Process Sharpens Focus
The process of taking surveys to examine the quality of ministry and perfonnance
.

at these local churches brought about a deeper, more attentive look at programs, planning,
and facilities. Edgar Schein makes the point that survey questionnaires can be very useful
tools in the organizational climate (186). In this case both groups benefited from the
process of taking the pre- and posttest surveys. The examination of important areas
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related to the excellence and effectiveness of their church caused the internal
stakeholders, leaders, and regular attendees to more carefully consider key issues.
•

One arena in which this finding seemed to be especially demonstrated is the
evaluation of facilities. In the Church Evaluation Survey Colombia Grace saw its greatest
decrease in this category, dropping from 4.45 to 4.21 on a five-point scale. Houston
First's scores revealed facilities to be the only area to receive a lower rating, sliding from
4.32 to 4.27. Initially this one was the highest rated category for Houston First. Now
these numbers do not reveal a dramatic sense that either church felt as if they had gone
from a grand cathedral to brush arbor bam, but they do show a more critical eye on what
may have been easily overlooked. Houston First's stakeholders seemed to see the need
for slight improvement on their relatively new and nice physical plant. Colombia Grace
in trying to deal with the issues of rapid growth recognized their shortcomings in space
and appearance. The survey process for both and the additional Five Star quality
emphasis at Houston First helped bring about a heightened sense of awareness of the
importance of excellence in buildings and properties.
A second instance of the effect of this process was discovered in the results of the
Rate Your Church Survey given to the pastoral staff and elected leaders at both churches.
In both cases the average scores dropped in the final survey, Colombia Grace declined
from 3.59 to 3.44, and Houston First from 3.84 to 3.71 on a five-point Likert scale. In
.

overall scores each church saw decreases in five of six categories. These numbers do not
reveal a sense of panic or despair from either church's leadership; however, they do
reflect a conclusion that both have definite room for improvement.
As stated in Chapter 4, the nature of the Rate Your Church Survey is significantly
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different from the Church Evaluation Survey. The leaders were asked to consider big
picture issues related to vision, strategic planning, defined goals, communication, .
•

willingness to change, ministry involvement, and caring for needs. Clearly, that this
process led each group of leaders and staff to conclude that they have some territory to
cover in addressing these directional issues. This conclusion did not connote that either
church has a crisis in vision and direction but that the evaluative process has called them
to a higher standard. They discovered to a greater extent the need for intentional planning
and clearer articulation. The addition ofthe Five Star training may have raised that
awareness for Houston First and given them more of a target at which to aim.

Secret Church Shoppers Reveal Little
A disappointing conclusion comes from the Secret Church Shopper Surveys.
These questionnaires were given to five guests invited to participate in worship and other
Sunday morning activities. The responses definitely showed that both churches made
very positive impressions on their guests and that could encourage them. Both Houston
First and Colombia Grace have worship services that are appealing to their regular
constituency and to these special guests. Only one exception to that was a secret church
shopper at Houston First who stated he or she did not enjoy the format of the
•

contemporary servIce.
Most of the shoppers seemed to trade objectivity for encouragement. The scores
.

were very high for both and revealed virtually no difference in comparing first to second.
Also the participation of the shoppers did not provide any significant feedback regarding
the impressions of ministry to children and youth. The reason was that only one shopper
had children at Houston First, and none did at Colombia Grace. Neither church had a
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shopper who had experience with the youth ministry.
Obviously, this deficiency could be considered a weakness of the study. Though
the vast majority of the feedback was positive and each church made a good initial
•

impression, little was discovered that would help either improve their delivery of quality
to their new guests or "customers." The idea ofthe secret church shopper seemed to be a
fine one, but perhaps the selection of those shoppers needs to be very intentional
regarding family make-up and objectivity. One would not want to coach the shopper and
bias the responses, but explaining the greater purpose in a manner that would lead to
more helpful data would be beneficial. Perhaps some slight adaptations would have made
the survey a more useful tool for this study.
One possibility would be to segment the Secret Church Shopper Survey into
categories and target specific guests for each area; for example, asking representatives
from a five star hotel to come critique the facilities or calling a nursery supervisor from a
church with a stellar reputation to come and review that area. It could also prove
beneficial to work with the staff of another congregation to trade "shoppers" for a Sunday
or two. This would not be an attempt to trade difficult members for better ones.

Unexpected Findings
The results of the Church Evaluation and Rate Your Church Surveys were not
necessarily predictable, but neither were they particularly surprising. The results ofthe
Secret Church Shopper Survey were surprising as well as disappointing as already
explained. Two unexpected and related findings were worth mentioning .
.

The Growing Church's Ratings Dropped
Colombia Grace had been in a state of consistent and healthy growth for several
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years leading up to the time of this project and experienced more growth in the three
months that spanned the project's duration. Their average attendance of 180 in 1994 had
more than doubled. This fact seemed to reveal a body that would see itself as constantly
improving in quality resulting in growth in ministry and attendance. However, in the
results of the Church Evaluation Survey taken by the larger constituency and the Rate
.

Your Church Survey taken by the staff and leaders, their scores fell in almost all
categories in the posttest phase. One might conclude that they may have unintentionally
developed a culture that is not satisfied with maintenance and, therefore, saw their need
for improvement. Another possibility is that the effect ofthe evaluative process, as
discussed earlier, without a treatment application caused them to take a closer look that
brought a different perception of reality. However, no readily identifiable change that
caused this drop was evident.
Bias at Colombia Grace

This finding is certainly related to the previous. An attempt was made to explain
possible reasons for the drop in ratings at Colombia in the preceding paragraph.
However, no clear and apparent reason for the difference or bias in scores between the
first and second surveys was determined. If this factor is taken into consideration and a
correction is applied as shown in Chapter 4 and Tables 3 and 4 (see on pp. 51 and 56),
then the overall picture ofthe project may be a little clearer, and the effectiveness of the
.

Five Star training even greater for Houston First than the raw scores revealed.
Limitations

Several limitations may have affected the outcome of this study. The project was
limited to just two churches, to two communities, and just one denomination. Other
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limitations may also have had an impact.

Single Treatment Application
Only one training application was made to the treatment group, Houston First
•

Church of the Nazarene. The results could have certainly been different if the time for the
project had been designed to allow for a series of training events that would have
expanded the Five Star training material.

Limited Participation and Response
Not all of the persons involved in ministry at Houston First participated in the
Five Star training event. All were requested to participate with a four-week notice, but
some were previously committed to other responsibilities or were ill.
Less than 50 percent of the average Sunday morning attendance for youth and
adults was represented in the Church Evaluation Surveys at both churches. Surveys were
distributed or mailed to a significantly larger percentage, but only 41 to 45 percent
responded for both rounds of surveys. However, the percentages of youth and adult Bible
study attendees, a more involved constituency, were much higher as noted in Chapter 4.

Gender and Race
The participants in the study were not defined by gender or race. Certainly plenty
of men and women did participate, but they were not identified in that manner, nor were
specific provisions made to ensure proportionate numbers of each .
.

Both churches represented were predominantly Anglo congregations. Houston
First has a more diverse ethnic mix than does Colombia Grace, but special provisions
were not made to ensure ethnic diversity in the survey responses.
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Weakness of the Study

One major weakness of the study was revealed and discussed in the findings
section on the Secret Church Shopper Survey. Perhaps greater care in the selection of the
shoppers could have made a significant difference in that area. An additional weakness
was the timing of the study in relation to Houston First. The initial surveys were
.

conducted in the interim period between pastors, which could have influenced responses
toward the negative for those who were new or impatient, or towards the positive for
those trying to make a good impression on the new pastor.
The future use of secret church shoppers could prove to be valuable for both
churches; however, much greater attention should be paid to the selection of the
shoppers. They should be chosen using carefully constructed criteria regarding
background, age, number and age of children, and other factors that would provide
helpful feedback. This would also increase the value of the information gathered and
could lead toward real improvement in the churches' impressions and ministries to
newcomers. The shoppers' makeup should provide for all areas of ministry on the survey
to be covered! In addition, simply having a greater number of shoppers would give more
data to address all areas.
Practical Applications

Churches need both periodic times of evaluation and training to be at their best.
.

The process of distributing, taking, and especially receiving surveys and questionnaires
may not be easy or enjoyable but can definitely be productive. The survey process can be
effective in calling the church leadership to set course and articulate its plans and visions.
To excel at caring for and meeting the needs of church members and those
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seeking a place of worship and spiritual community is a difficult task. It requires
diligence. An important part of that is an intentional look at the level of quality that is
being delivered by our ministry personnel, programs, and facilities. The Five Star
•

principles from Nelson and Toler and the subsequent training material from Stan Toler
are viable and valuable for calling the local church to .excellence. An annual call for Five
.

Star excellence, particularly with those newly involved in ministry, mixed with periodic
training for specific ministries would be an efficient use of time in the local church
calendar.
Total Quality Management as fOlmed in concept by Deming and carried out
effectively in practice was never a one-day project. Instead it was to be a continual
process. TQM was continually emphasized within the organizations that were seeking to
improve their culture and perfOlmance. Each organization called for continual education
and training of staff and executives on a very regular basis. TQM was not a seminar but a
change in lifestyle. The emphasis was to be intentional and enduring.
This study has revealed a need for the same kind of quality commitment within
the local church. A seminar such as the Five Star Church will only be as good as the
follow-up. It can raise awareness and bring out new ideas. The seminar can point out
weaknesses and raise confidence in areas of strength. However, only an ongoing
emphasis of the principles learned will result in a changed culture and congregation. The
.

pastor and other leaders of the local church must encourage, design, and provide means
and methods of continuing training, development, and implementation if real growth in
excellence of ministry and care will take place. The Five Star Church is a good training
tool, but it is only a beginning to becoming a real" five star church."

•
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Future Research
Future studies that might be helpful could include the study of training tools and
modules used by growing churches. One would want to know the frequency of
application and what instruments are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the training
over a specific amount of time. Additional study could be done among growing
.

companies in the marketplace to see how they go through a similar process and how that
could be applied to the church. An area of particular interest would be the methods used
to gain input from a sample of potential customers that might reveal a way to refine the
secret church shopper idea.
Perhaps the most beneficial research could be done through a comparison study
using two churches evaluated after a full year. One church would apply a full year of
training modules designed to improve the quality of their various ministries and raise
their overall expectations and performance. Each department or ministry of the church
would be required to participate in this effort to educate and develop a culture of
excellence. The comparative church would apply no special training as it carried out its
regular programs .and functions.
One possible scenario for using the Five Star material for annual training would
be to require designated leaders and workers within the local church to read The Five
Star Church by Toler and Nelson. This would be followed up with training modules
.

uniquely designed for that particular situation based on four chapters/topics covered in
the book:
1. Developing Quality Teams (Toler and Nelson 97),
2. Quality in the Physical Arena (179),

•
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3. Quality in the Program Arena (193), and
4. Quality in the Spiritual Arena (209).
The number of specific tools that a local church might use for continuous training
•

is vast. A multitude of parachurch organizations exist for this very reason.
Denominational resources are also designed for such purposes. Selecting the right one for
each local situation is a matter for study and careful reflection so that the most crucial
needs are addressed.
Selecting the best training material is only part of the battle. Senior pastors must
accept the role of a visionary leader and the responsibility that comes with that to be the
key person in the ongoing process of developing excellence in ministry. This role does
not mean that pastors are always the main teachers or trainers, but that they recognize
their place as the chief facilitator of the culture of excellence within the local
congregation. Denominations and their geographical leaders can encourage and support
with resources and motivation, but pastors must challenge the people to continually raise
the standard.
Once Is Not Enough
Pastors who have served in local church ministry for even a few months has seen
numerous advertisements, brochures, or some opportunity to attend or host a seminar or
workshop promising positive effects on ministry. Clearly the findings of this study
.

indicate that one training session or seminar is not enough. Those single events may have
the content to inspire, motivate, or challenge, but they will usually fall short of
accomplishing a long-term effect. The Five Star Church training certainly has the
message that many churches need to hear, and its subject matter is worthy of

•
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implementation. However, that implementation needs to be realized over the course of
time as a part of a continual training process for the staff and laypersons of the local
•

church that seeks to be all it can be for the glory of God. Stan Toler and Alan Nelson both

•

stress the importance of continuing education for church ministry leaders and workers.
They mention several of the many organizations offering seminars, workshops, and tools
.

for ministry, including: Willow Creek Association, INJOY, Youth Specialties, Group,
Gospel Light, and Ephesians Four Ministries. Suggested as well is the possibility of
taking advantage of secular resources that would educate and improve technical skills
(78). The Five Star Church Seminar is a tool with great potential to do something very
important for local churches and their pastors and leaders. The contents have the
ingredients to awaken churches to their deficiencies in pursuing excellence and delivering
quality. It has elements that if applied will result in healthy examination and evaluation of
ministries, facilities, and even personnel. It definitely makes the case that "customers,"
whether existing or future, discipled or just seeking, are not drawn to things poorly done.
Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly for pastors, the seminar contains great
potential to begin the process of continually inspiring and motivating the people of God
to do their very best in serving Christ and participating in kingdom work. The Five Star
Church is one that keeps studying, evaluating, training, and learning.
Remaining Barriers

Certain barriers exist to developing a culture of excellence within a church with
the distinctiveness and characteristics of the Church of the Nazarene. This does not mean
that Nazarenes are naturally resistant to training and efforts to improve the quality for
their programs and ministries. However, when the models for such training come from
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the secular marketplace, concerns and red flags can arise. Furthermore, when the primary
motivation for committing to training and raising the level of quality in ministry springs
more from the desire to reach the unchurched "customers" of our communities, many
Nazarenes do resist. Such resistance is not unique to those defined as "Holiness"
churches; rather, it is a reaction shared by many traditional churches (Hunter, Church 31) .
.

The Nazarene denomination seeks to define itself as an evangelical Protestant
church with the cardinal doctrine of entire sanctification. This does not mean that the
denomination sees itself as the only true church or source of salvation. However over the
past century, Nazarene leaders have sought to keep the holiness or sanctification message
as the defining word ofthe church. In my own experience as fourth generation Nazarene
elder, I have seen this lead to difficulties in evangelism or, to put into the context of this
study difficulties, understanding and serving the customer. Some reasons for such
difficulty include a rush to sanctify persons before they understand the reality of being
saved. Average unchurched customers come seeking help for their everyday life not a
specific experience defined in theological terms. This does not mean that Nazarenes
should back away from the teaching of holiness that we believe to at the very heart of
Scripture, but that Nazarenes earnestly seek ways to communicate the message as one
filled with hope for any seeker. An attractive and accepting community of believers
should introduce that hope. Another reason is the trouble that comes in trying to evaluate
.

where someone is in his or her experience with the Lord. Sadly, Nazarenes have often
resorted to legalistic standards to try and measure how far a person has gone in pursuing
holiness. This kind of measuring stick resulted in lists heavy on the negatives or "don'ts"
of the Christian lifestyle instead of emphasizing the work of the Holy Spirit on the heart
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of every seeker and believer.
Fortunately, new winds are blowing within the denomination that are moving it
toward a missional approach to the world without compromising the strong belief that the
Scripture calls Christians to be filled and led by the Holy Spirit. The highest leaders of
the denomination have recently defined Nazarenes as .o ne with all who affirm the priority
.

of salvation by grace alone through Christ and have declared them to be a missional
people making drawing others to Christ the mission for all (Holiness 66).
Perhaps the greatest difficulty comes in translating that missional emphasis into
local congregations. Here the local church of the Nazarene must be considered on an
individual basis. The temptation for any congregation is to focus on the needs of those
that have already become a part of the family. Ministry to the members takes first place
and hinders outreach to unbelievers or outsiders. Roman Catholic missiologists refer to
this as the "choke law." All the energy is poured into the existing members and chokes
the mission to reach the undiscipled population (Hunter, Church 32). This law can take
effect in any organization or church if the leadership allows. The challenge is to
remember the mission and the customer churches are trying to reach. Therein lies the
need for continual teaching and training for the Church to be at her best in Christlikeness
and in service. Such a call does not conflict with the true call to holiness or the doctrine
of the Nazarenes. Some sincere church members may be concerned that being sensitive to
.

the needs of our market driven society will bring about a compromise of the gospel, our
main message. As The Five Star Church coauthor, Alan Nelson, states, "We don't want
to just tickle ears and entertain as a means to an end. Rather our goal is to give them what
they need, but in a way they want it" (26). Thankfully Houston First Church does not
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currently suffer from legalistic paralysis or lack of compassion for the lost. "Daryl" is a
recent example. He came to faith in Christ from a totally non-Christian background and
still has not learned all of the doctrines or dos and don'ts. He was recently baptized, and
he is growing and learning and is embraced by a church family. He is now a customer
who is being discipled and is reaching out to non-churched customers.
.

Glen Teal states, "The road to excellence should have a special appeal for those
of us in the Wesleyan holiness heritage who for years have taken God's call to holy
living" (127). The roads to excellence and holiness need not be exclusive. Likewise, the
paths of evangelism and discipleship need not conflict. The fact that church leaders often
force them to is unfortunate. In fact all of these roads can merge together on the
"highway of holiness." Christians are called to glorify God, be holy, love one another,
and search for the lost. None of these elements of the calling has to negate the other. The
barriers to excellence that leaders face in a local church, particularly those in a Nazarene
or any other congregation of Wesleyan influence, are not ones placed in our path by the
Scripture or holiness doctrine. Becoming a Five Star Church is a worthy goal of any
pastor and church pursuing holiness and the Five Star Seminar is a weapon that can begin
the process of tearing down the walls that keep God's people from being the best for the
sake of Christ Jesus .

•
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APPENDIX A
Church Evaluation Survey
Listed below are several words and phrases that mayor may not describe a specific area
of your church. Please:
A. Read each word and phrase.
B. Decide whether the word or phrase is
1 = not at all descriptive
2 = somewhat descriptive
3 = pretty much descriptive
4 = very much descriptive
5 = completely descriptive
C. Draw a circle around one of the five numbers before the word or
phrase to show the answer you have selected.

Worship Services
Think of the weekly religious
services at your church.
Indicate how well each of the
following words describes
these services.

Church Family
Think of the majority of the
people that you know at
your church. Indicate how
well each of the following
words describes these
church members.

1 2 3 4 5 Too long (R)

12345 Close-minded
(R)
12345 Uninvolved (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Comforting

1 2 3 4 5 Supportive

1 2 3 4 5 Confusing

1 2 3 4 5 Easy to get to
know
1 2 3 4 5 Dedicated

1 2 3 4 5 Interesting

1 2 3 4 5 Inspiring
1 2 3 4 5 Dull (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Useful in
daily life
1 2 3 4 5 Not well
planned (R)
1 2 3 4 5 Not enough
variety (R)
1 2 3 4 5 Easy to
understand
(R) = reverse code

1 2 3 4 5 Willing to listen
to problems
1 2 3 4 5 Active

1 2 3 4 5 Hard to meet
(R)
1 2 3 4 5 Prejudiced (R)

12345 Complaining
(R)

Church Leaders
Think about the elected or
appointed leaders of your
church (do not consider each
Pastor as a leader in this
section). Indicate how well
each of the following words
describes the church leaders.
1 2 3 4 5 Receptive to
new ideas
1 2 3 4 5 Creative
1 2 3 4 5 Around when
needed
1 2 3 4 5 Too set in
their ways (R)
1 2 3 4 5 Inexperienced
(R)
1 2 3 4 5 Dedicated
1 2 3 4 5 Slow to get
things
done (R)
1 2 3 4 5 Well infOlmed
1 2 3 4 5 Not sensitive to
member's needs
(R)
12345 Cliquish (R)
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Special Programs and
Activities

Christian Education for
Children

Bible Study for Adults

Think about the special
programs and activities at
your church, such as social
events, fundraising activities,
program for helping needy
groups, choir groups, etc.
Indicate how well each of the
following words describes the
special program and activities.
1 2 3 4 5 Inadequate
(R)

Think about the religious
education and training
offered by your church for
children. Indicate how well
each ofthe following words
describes this education and
training.

Think about the religious
education and training offered
by your church for adults.
Indicate
how well each of the
.
following words describes this
education and training.

1 2 3 4 5 Well organized

1 2 3 4 5 Qualified
teachers

1 2 345 Hard to get
involved in
1 2 3 4 5 Fun

1 2 3 4 5 Qualified
teachers

1 2 3 4 5 Boring (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Poorly taught
(R)

1 2 3 4 5 Interesting

1 2 3 4 5 Poorly
Planned (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Boring (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Weak (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Creative
1 2 3 4 5 Interesting

1 2 3 4 5 Interesting
1 2 3 4 5 Poorly attended
(R)

1 2 3 4 5 Well organized
1 2 3 4 5 Poorly attended
(R)

1 2 3 4 5 Not well
publicized (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Incomplete (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Meaningful

1 2 3 4 5 Something for

12345 Misbehaving
students (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Incomplete (R)

1 2 3 4 5 Meaningful

1 2 3 4 5 Poorly taught
(R)
1 2 3 4 5 Useful in daily
life

everyone
1 2 3 4 5 Not well
attended (R)
1 2 3 4 5 Well run

(R) = reverse code

•

1 2 3 4 5 Something for
all ages

Johnson

Church Facilities
Think of the facilities of your
church, such as the building,
grounds, sanctuary,
classrooms, etc. Indicate how
well each of the following
words describes these
facilities.
1 2 3 4 5 Pleasant to be in
1 2 3 4 5 Enough parking
1 2 3 4 5 In need of
repair (R)
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2

3 4 5
3 4 5
345
3 4 5
3 4 5

Neat
Attractive
Poorly lit (R)
Well kept up
Not big enough
(R)

1 2 3 4 5 Unsafe

neighborhood
(R)
1 2 3 4 5 Too hot or too
cold (R)
1 2 3 4 5 Comfortable to
bein .
1 2 3 4 5 Services are

hard to hear (R)
(R)

=

reverse code
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APPENDIXB
Rate Your Church Survey
•

Circle your response:
1. Very Weak 2. Weak

3. Mediocre

4. Strong

5. Very Strong

Houston First/Grace Church communicates well:
Our church has a written vision statement
Church members have a copy of our vision statement
Our vision statement is given to all new members
Our vision statement is reviewed at least annually
Our vision is clearly communicated to our membership

I
I
1
1
1

2
.2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

Houston First/Grace Church is willing to make necessary changes:
Our church is open to change
Our church does not cling to ineffective ministries
Our church is not strapped by tradition
Our church organization is flexible
Our church looks more to the future than to the past

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4

5
5
5
5
5

Houston First/Grace Church develops exciting goals:
Our church has written goals
We review the progress on our goals at least annually
Our leadership understands the goals
Our goals are measurable
Our goals are realistic

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

5
5
5
5
5

Houston First/Grace Church has a strategic action plan:
We have a strategy that is working for reaching people
We have a strategy for assimilating people into our church
We have a strategy for spiritual growth
We have a strategy for developing leaders
Our strategies match the resources of our church

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

Houston First/Grace Church challenges every member to minister:
Members of our church understand and use their spiritual gifts
Members see themselves as lay ministers
Our church effectively helps people find their places in ministry
Lay persons are empowered and equipped to minister
The pastor and staff equip the laity for ministry

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

•
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Houston First/Grace Church effectively cares for the needs of people:
Laypersons are trained to do pastoral care
Laypersons are the primary caregivers
Members know where to tum in a time of need
Meaningful relationships are easily developed in our church
Most members are part of a small group
•

•
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12345
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12345
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APPENDIXC
The Secret Church Shopper Survey
The following is a checklist of items we would like you to observe and rate according to
your experience. Note that some ofthe items (i.e., nursery, youth department) may not be
applicable to your situation. If an item is not applicable, leave it blank.
Circle your response:
1. Very Weak 2. Weak

3. Mediocre

4. Strong

5. Very Strong

•

Facilities:
Parking (ease, accessibility, signage)
Ease in determining main entrance
Landscaping
Ease in finding the church
Exterior signs (condition, clarity, size)
Signage in finding where I need to go once inside
Exterior of facility and church buildings (paint, curb appeal)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5

Hospitality:
Greeting (by anyone, warmly/coolly, too gregarious)
Offered help in finding location/classroom
Appearance of greeters
Visible name badges
Offered bulletin/worship folder
Knowledge of facility/class locations/church information
Refreshments
Did I feel comfortable as a newcomer/or under a spotlight?

Nursery:
Signage/directions
Cleanliness
Staff (adequate number, competence, appearance)
Facility (size, appearance, equipment)
Check-in system
Security
Check-out system
Pager system

5
5

5
5

5
5

5

10lmson

Children's:
Teacher there/semblance of order
I met the teacher
Child was greeted, made to feel at home
Directions to classroom
Introduction/orientation
Equipment
Decorations
Take-home materials
Check-in system
Check-out system
Follow-up

1
1
1
1
1

•

•

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

Youth:
Teacher there/semblance of order
I met the teacher
Youth was greeted, made to feel at home
Directions to classroom
Introduction/orientation
Equipment
Decorations
Follow-up
Worship Service:
Arrival time
Auditorium appearance
Seating (availability, comfort)
Help offered to find seat
Could I see the screen?
Could I follow the service items?
Was the music balanced (vocal versus instruments)?
Did the worship service flow freely
Message/sermon:
Length
Clarity
Interest
Relevance
Notes
Pastoral perceptions (attire, friendliness, etc.)
Content
Audio (soft, loud, quality)
Friendliness (general feel, warmth)
Left understanding theme of the service?
Length of service
Relevance (contemporary, liturgical, traditional flavor)

•

•
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5

5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5

10lmson
Did I feel informed about what I was to do/when?
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1 2 3 4 5

Rest Rooms:
Signage/directions
Lighting
Decor
Aroma
Cleanliness

•

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

Visual Image Package:
BulletinJworship folder (printing, graphics, clarity, informative)
Newsletter
Brochures
Business card
Advertising
Logo
Signage
Foyer area
Information availability (arrangement, thorouglmess, appeal)

Follow-up:
Appropriate amount (too much~too little)
Type of follow-up received
Overall comfort (embarrassed, felt welcome, etc.)
Friendliness of people
Friendliness of pastor/staff

Miscellaneous Survey Possibilities:
Called the church for information and was received well
Requests were followed up by appropriate staff
days
Received the information by mail in
How is the church perceived in the community?
What are our strengths/weaknesses?
Is this a place where you would want to return?
Why or why not?
Is this a place where you would invite your friends/neighbors to attend?
Why or why not?
•

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix D
The Five Star Church Training Manual
The Five-Star Church: Helping Your Church Provide the Highest Level of Service to
God and His People

The Five Star Church
"1 show you a most excellent way. . . "(I Cor. 12:31)
A Philosophy of Ministry for The Five-Star Church:

Christ first, others a close second.

•

Trinity Church of the Nazarene
Our Mission
... To know Christ and make Him known to others.
Commitment to that mission will give purpose to our
ministries. As we come to know Him, we are changed to
be more like him .

"Our customers are everything.
Without them nothing else matters. "
- Office Depot
Core Competencies of The Five-Star Church
1.
2.
3.
4.

Invitation
Innovation
Inspiration
Implementation

"Satisfy the customer, first, last and always. "
- Peter Drucker
Questions To Discuss
Who are the clients or customers of our church?
What are the real and felt needs of these people? .
What are we doing to measure customer service in our church?
What do we think we might be doing well? Poorly?
What are some potential blind spots?
What tools, instruments or feedback systems do we have in place?
Can we stay true to the gospel and yet strive to meet the needs of people in
a way that is attractive?
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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•

•
•
•
•
•

What is our growth rate in our church the last five years?
What percentage of our guests are we retaining?
What does this imply regarding our service orientation?
Who are the leaders in our church? .
With whom do we need to consult in order for us to become a quality,
service-oriented church?

"Each and evelY person in the church must understand his or her unique role in making
minist7y to guests happen. "
- Stan Toler

Deming Comes to Church, or My Utmost For His Highest?
Principle One: Serve people better and glorify God.
Understanding ... what is necessary in church ministry.
... never underestimating the importance of dedication.
Commitment
Strategy
... implementing a plan that works.
... tracking and improving along the way.
Refinement
Perseverance ... the "grit" and "determination" to build a quality ministry.
Principle Two: Practice what we preach.
Initiate respectful accountability.
Never confuse inspection with expectation.
Select what you expect.
Performance must be measurable.
Excellence demands it.
Celebrate the victories.
Take time to follow-up.
.

"Quality happens when you care enough to do your best. "

Principle Three: Focus on improvement.
Types of Customer Service
1. The freezer approach.
2. The factory approach.
3. The friendly zoo approach.
4. The quality customer service approach.
"Quality is never an accident; it is always the
result of high initiative, intelligent directions,
and skilled execution. "

Principle Four: Select gifted leaders and resource them accordingly .

•
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Principle Five: Emphasize excellence in every area of ministry.
"Efficiency is getti1lg the job done right.
Effectiveness is getting the right job done.
Excellence is getting the right job done well. "
- Zig Ziglar

Principle Six: Invest time, energy and money in ongoing training.

"Ifyou plant crab apples don't count on
harvesting golden delicious apples. "

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trained staff members are more effective.
Trained staff members are more fulfilled.
Trained staff members are less transient.
Trained staff members attract quality associates and members.
Trained staff members raise the quality quotient.

Principle Seven: Never delegate core values.

•

Our Core Values
Trillity Church of the Nazarene
We Value:
The souls of the lost.
Personal integrity.
Corporate worship.
The Word of God.
The gifts of God's people.
Wholesome fellowship.
The family of God.

Luke 19:10
Proverbs 10:9
Hebrews 10:25
Deuteronomy 6:6-9
Ephesians 4:11-13
John 1:7
Psalm 133:1

Principle Eight: Provide a safe, secure environment to share ideas.
Principle Nine: Build a team mindset.
"As a church grows, it tends to become departmentalized.
The young ministry does its thing. The worship team does
its thing. The children's ministry does its thing. The
more we think of our own little ministry domains, the less
prone we are to see the big picture and help each other. "
- The Five-Star Church
TolerlNelson
Regal Books, 1999
Principle Ten: Eliminate trite slogans.
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•

"Where success is concerned, people are not
measured in inches or pounds, or college
degrees, or family background. They are
measured by the size of their thinking. How
big we think determines the size our
accomplishments. "
- David Schwartz
How Can We Develop Measurable Standards for
Ministry?
• Chart the last five years of church attendance, membership
and finances.
• Chart the last two or three years of growth for various
ministries, classes and events.
• Provide quarterly congregational surveys, one-half or one
page in length, that seek infornlation on a different ministry
area each time.
• Provide an ongoing, user-friendly system for new ideas (it
could be a suggestion box, a place in the church bulletin, or
by receiving correspondence from a fax machine or through
e-mail).
• Provide a recognition system for new ideas suggested and
used for ministry improvement.
• Get anonymous feedback surveys from Sunday School
class members (once or twice a year), small groups,
seminars, special events and periodically at worship services.
• Reward newcomers with incentives for returning feedback
questionnaires after their visits.

"There is little difference in people, but that
little difference makes the big difference.
The little difference is attitude. "
- W. Clement Stone
Principle Eleven: Avoid numerical goals.
Five-Star Church
Quality Goals for Trinity Church

We will always seek to speak an encouraging word to our
guests.
We will focus on our strengths and seek to improve our
weaknesses.
We will strive to build quality ministry action teams.
We will be thoughtful and Christlike in every relationship.
We will cultivate physical, mental and spiritual growth.
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We will treat others as we hope others will treat us.
We will ask, listen and hear - to detennine the felt needs and
potential of each newcomer.
We will seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit in every
decision-making opportunity.
•
•

Principle Twelve: Give people ownership.

•

Principle Thirteen: Vigorously educate people.
Six C's of Education:
1. Comprehension Understanding what is necessary.
2. Commitment An expression of dedication.
3. Competence Implementers of the improvement of process.
4. Communication The complete understanding of all people in
leadership.
5. Correction Identifying and tracking problems.
6. Continuance Unyielding remembrance of the past and the
glorious vision of the future.
Principle Fourteen: Head into action!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

An emphasis on doing things right must flow through
the various committee systems of the church.
Continuous information must be shared through the
church leadership rank and file.
Strategic planning, with an emphasis on creativity,
must be encouraged.
Values and principles of growth within a biblical
context must be espoused.
. A willingness to be flexible and change must be a
current reality.
Training moments must reflect the heart of the leader,
and the key strategies that will help the church achieve its
purpose should be communicated.
- Stan Toler

"High expectations are the key to everything. "
- Sam Walton
A Culture of Operational Excellence

"Get it right the first time. "
1. Exploring .
2. Inviting

•

A life-long process of learning.
A life-long process of sharing.

•
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3. Celebrating

A life-long process of rejoicing.

Vision Plan
Trinity Church a/the Nazarene
Our Vision
Seeking God ...
Extending Grace . . .
Receiving Direction .. .
Viewing the Future .. .
Involving People .. .
Nurturing Life .. .
Giving Generously ...

Worship
Friendship
Discipleship
Leadership
Partnership
Fellowship
Stewardship

Keys to Excellence at Trinity Church
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We must possess a passion for excellence.
Weare a learning organization.
We must never settle for mediocrity.
We must strive to glorify God.
We must live out the Golden Rule.
We will give people an opportunity to minister.
We understand that humans will fail.
We will strive to win our community to Christ.

Why Develop Quality Ministry Teams?
"No one call whistle a symphony, it takes an orchestra. "
-H.E. Luccock

1.
2.
3.
4.

They will enhance communication effectiveness.
They create broader ownership among those who are participating.
They encourage meeting effectiveness.
It is more rewarding for generations where education and experience
make participation a priority.
5. They model Christian community in task meetings.
6. They develop people as they participate.
"Building an effective team depends on putting
the right people in the right place. "
-Larry Gilbert/Stan Toler
The Pastor's Playbook
Bacon Hill Press

Questions That Must Be Answered . ..
• How is our church structured?
• Do we function as committees or ministry action teams?

•
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•
•
•
•
•

Ifwe could restructure the entire church, what would it look like?
Are any ministries or groups currently functioning as teams rather than
committees?
How can we change the way our ministries operate without a complete
renovation?
How could we transfonn our existing committees so they function
more like teams?
How would this new transfonnation affect our current organizational
flow chart?
•

"Leadership is the ability to organize the spiritual gifts
and limitations of others. "
- J. Oswald Sanders

On Becoming a Five-Star Church
"Whatever you have learned or received or heardfrom me,
or seen in me - put it into practice. And the God ofpeace
will be with you" (philippians 4:9).
1. Get real!
2. Employ a secret church shopper.

The Seven-Step Process
1. Discuss the secret shopper idea with appropriate people.
Help them understand the need for such a program.
Request the finances to recruit and train a shopper.
2. Contact potential shoppers. The person being considered
should not be a part of the church, but should understand
the community demographics.
3. Provide training insights for the secret shopper. Have the
shopper observe a normal Sunday, unless otherwise
desired.
4. Ask the shopper to attend a church service.
S. Meet with the ministry team within a week of the visit to
review written and verbal feedback of the shopper's
•
expenence.
6. Use the information to enhance ministries, instruct people
and build the team. Avoid embarrassing people.
7. Follow up on all changes discussed and implemented.
You may want to schedule a follow-up visit from your
shopper at a later date.
3. Discuss evaluation and measurement.

•
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"Great spirits have always encountered
violent opposition from mediocre minds. "
-Albert Einstein
A. Tracking
o Are we growing?
o What are the community trends?
.
o How are the individual services, programs and ministries doing?
o Do we track small groups and Sunday school classes to see what
percentage of our regular attendees are in a small group environment?
o How do finances compare - now, as to previously?
o How many new regular givers have emerged?

"Ifyou don't know where you're going,
you're likely to end up some place else. "
- Yogi Berra
B. Focus groups.
C. Community surveys.

Points to Ponder
":' Who will develop the survey?
-What will it measure?
-When will it be implemented?
-Who will direct the flow of infonnation?
-Who will we ask to respond?
-What will we do with it once it is gathered?
Sweat the Small Stuffl
1.

Quality in the physical arena.
"Churches only get one chance to make a lasting impression. "
-Alan Nelson

2.
Quality in the program arena.
• Develop a list of the organized ministries and the varying events, services and
programs each is responsible for during the church calendar year.
• Designate a responsible person for each ministry, event and service provided.
• Discuss the purpose of your church. Can you measure effectiveness based on your
purpose?
• What new programs and ministries do we need to consider to make us a more
effective church as a whole.
• What existing programs/ministries do we need to let go of?

•

•
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"Service comes from the heart so the church that reaches people's
hearts will provide the very best service. "
- Stan Toler
3.

Quality in the spiritual arena.

"They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer." (Acts 2:42)

.
•

Building a Total Quality Spiritual Culture
at Trinity Church
• Every believer has incredible potential.
• Everyone needs to be encouraged.
• Integrity in leadership is expected.
• An open-book policy is the norm.
• Kingdom-building will be the focus of every endeavor.
• Achievement by the laity will be appreciated and rewarded.
• All events will be done with excellence.
• God is the source of all good things.

~----------------~=-----~------------------~
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